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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Historical Badeground of Hospital Accounting
Cost accounting is gaining recognition as a tool of hospi-
tal management, although its adoption as an integral part of the
hospital business system has been retarded because of the unique his-
i
torical development of hospitals.
The earliest hospitals were operated by the churches for
the benefit of the indigent, insane, and physically handicapped.
Help was provided for those who could not help themselves. Charity
was the motivating force behind these first hospitals. This aura of
charity continued to surround the hospital so that it seemed improper
to speak of costs when one was providing succor for his fellow beings.
In latter days, when the hospital become recognized as the
depot of medical and scientific knowledge, where rich and poor alike
could receive the best treatment for their ills, the costs of operat-
ing a hospital were again ignored. Probabljr it was not considered
worth-while to determine the costs, for if the fees from patients
were not sufficient to meet all expenses, then the deficit would have
to be made up by contributions from the public.
•kfacEachem, K.T., Hosuital Organization and llanagement.
The Physicians Record Company, Chicago, 1947. Chapter I

A hospital differs from a business enterprise. The major-
ity of hospitals are organized to provide a service, not to make a
profit for their organizers; and also, they are finsnced by public
contributions, not from private investments. Because of this essen-
tial difference, the urgency of keeping costs at a minimum which faces
the business enterprise was missing. If a hospital did not meet its
expenses, it was not forced to cease operations.
Today, there are several factors that are hurrying the
acceptance of cost accounting by hospital management:
A. Rapidly rising prices due to the general level of prices;
and also to the expensive new equipmait and new tech-
niques of treatment.
B. Requests by government and insurance agencies for cost
reports substantiating charges for hospital services
to clients of these agencies.
C. Public criticism of excessive hospital charges for
care.
Modem diagnostic and therapeutic equipment have greatly
advanced the doctor’s skill to cure the sick. But this equipment is
expaisive and requires a large initial capital outlay. New drugs
cure ancimt uncurable diseases, new nursing techniques restore many
to health who were formerly doomed to death or invalidism. Once an
advance in medical science has been proclaimed and proved, a hospital
desires to adopt it, in fact, a hospital is almost compelled to adopt
it, because the patients - particularly those who are able to pay - de-
mand the best when they are sick. Whether the hospital has participa-
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ted in the developnait of the advance in medical science, or has merely
adopted the new way of treatment, the endeavor to keep abreast of the
times is very expensive.
"In the hospital field, we continually hear of the excessive
2
cost of illness and of hospital care." These complaints come from
the patient or from some third party who must pay the bill for hospi-
3
tilization. The healthy citizen also has a complaint when he is asked
for his annual contribution to the hospital fund. These complaints are
normal and justifiable when one considers that the average man seldom
comes face to face with hospital cost. He b^s food, lodgings, and
clothing everyday; but, if he is lucky, he will purchase hospitiliza-
tion only a few times during his life. Thus, he has no basis of
-
''Bugbee, G.P., "Hospital Cost Accounting", N.A.C.A. Bulletin
Vol. XIII, No. 12, February 15’, 1932.
^For statistics concerning disease expectancy and the ser-
vices and costs of illness, consult The Cost of Adequate Medical Care
by Samuel Bradbury, M.D., The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.
1937. Page 43 of this book shows the following table of costs for an
average family (4*1 persons):
Service Amount
General practitioner $ 53.75
Speciali st-total 63.35
Consultation and treatment 28.33
Operation 35.47
Extra physician services 3.36
All Physician services (15.4) 120.96
Hospital and institution (days) 51.82
Nursing 31.71
Laboratory 23.03
X-ray examination and therapy 24.39
Physiotherapy 1.53
Eyeglasses 6.39
All non-physician services 139.37
GRAND TOTAL 260.33
4(
comparison when he looks at the bill from the hospital. It does seem
very excessive in relation to his ordinary living expenses. He has a
right to know why the cost is so high; and the hospital management should
report routinely this information to the public. Only by having the
facts of the cost of operation can the hospital administrator explain his
prices and justify his position.
Benefits of Cost Accounting to the Hospital
The hospital administrator who uses a cost system can ex-
4
pect the following benefits.
1. An Aid to Management.
Affords ’’the day to day and period to period compari-
sons betwreen the total and unit costs of performing
a particular activity, or producing a particular commod-
ity." Deviations from normal call for investigation
into the cause.
2. A Basis of Reimbursements.
Reimbursement can be based on the actual cost for the
type of service rendered. The actual cost of service
is important to the patient who must pay his own bills
and cannot afford any excessive costs of hospitilization.
^Harris, Walter 0., "Institutional Cost Accounting", Public
Administration Service, C] icago: 1944, Pages 2—Zj.
•
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Actual cost is also needed for reporting to outside
„ 5
agencies.
3. An Aid in Budgeting.
Estimation of future financial requirement is difficult.
However, such estimating can be done better if
the cost of the various activities, functions, and
operations of the institution are known. With this
information, it is possible to prepare work programs
estimating the number of patiaits of the various
classes, the quantity of work which has to be done,
and then to appljr the unit cost of these estimates
as a basis of arriving at the amounts to be appro-
priat ed.6
A. An Aid in Public Reporting.
The public desires information concerning the costs of
operating a hospital.
By means of such information, officials can
justify the cost of an institution and adequately
account for their management to the public and
other groups. Such figures are also helpful in
^"Policies on Purchase of Hospital Care”, a bulletin prepared
by the U ,S. Department of Labor, Childrens 1 Bureau, and the Federal Se-
curity Agency, Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, dated July 1945
(Mimeographed December 1947) on page 4 states in part: "The state
agency should require each hospital to provide every 12 months a state-
ment of the total expenses and the calculation of reimbursable cost
per patient day for the hospital's most recmt accounting year". (See
Appendix 3)
^The budget as a means of controlling expenses is a useful
tool of management. William. A. Dawson writing in the Journal of Account-
ancy
,
Vol. 69, February 1940, on "Ration Control System for Hospitals"
points out that a cost per unit of service can be predetermined from an
estimate of future services required and based on the cost of past ser-
vices rendered. Each month, the cost per unit of service is compared with
the predetermined rate. If there is any variance, the administrator will
inquire into the cause. "The ration control is a means of measuring
efficiency, justifying increased expenditures and unit costs, and estab-
lishing budgetary control".

popularizing an institution. For example, nevrs re-
leases dealing with various units of the institution,
such as the bakery for which the cost of producing
a loaf of bread is compared vdth the cost of a
similar loaf on the market, can be very helpful in
combating criticism by the public.
General and Special Concepts of Hospital Cost Accounting
The chief purpose of cost accounting is to compute the cost
of labor, materials, and general expense required to produce a unit
of product or a unit of service. In the specialized field of hospital
cost accounting, the chief purpose of operating the cost system is
as above defined. In most respects, hospital cost accounting is in
accord vdth the principles and concepts of cost accounting as applied
to manufacturing enterprises. There are a few concepts, however,
which differ from the usual and should be examined.
The lack of profit motive in the hospital organization has
7
already been discussed in Section I.
In manufacturing, if a department or product is continually
being produced at a loss, it can be discontinued. Inthe hospital,
a department or service cannot be discontinued regardless of excess
'The subject of hospital cost accounting is not completely
devoid of the consideration of profit. While most hospitals are of
the non-profit type, (governmental or voluntary) there are hospitals
which are organized for profit (proprietary type). The following
statistics of the year 1936 for registered general and special hos-
pitals in the United States reveal:
Governmental Hospitals 82S
Non-Profit Hospitals 24-69
Proprietary Hospitals 1524
Business Information Service, No. 9013, a publication of the U. S.
Department of Commerce.
*.
of expense over revenue. To discontinue the department ma‘r jeopard-
ize public welfare. It would be unthinkable to discontinue a nublic
clinic for treatment of cancer just because it cost r.ore to treat the
patients than the government pays for the service.
In manufacturing, depreciation of buildings and equipment is
a recognized cost of operation. In pressat day hospital accounting,
depreciation appears to be an acceptable operating cost, although there
are still reservations attached to its recognition. Inasmuch as I
have found no final definite authority on the subject of depreciation,
I vail trace the history of the treatment of depreciation by hos-
pitals.
In the past, it was the generally accepted principle to ex-
clude depreciation of hospital buildings and equipmeit from hospital
operating expenses. This was probably based on the reasoning that
each generation provides its ovn hospital facilities; and since hos-
pitals were so often showing up with operating deficits, it did not
seen reasonable to further handicap then with the cost of providing
future generations vith hospital facilities. Let the future take care
of its own hospitilization.
In 1933, the "Handbook of Hospital Management"^ ouoted
Balletin 96 of the American Hospital Association as saying that all
interest payments and allowances and depreciation allowances on per-
manent assets should be excluded from operating costs.
^Foley, Matthew 0., Handbook of Hospital Management,
Downers Grove, 111 : 1933, Page 42.
*
.
.
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In 1935, the American Hospital Association stated: "The
records of depreciation should be separated sharply from the operat-
ing expenses and from other non-operating expenses (such as interest
or rents) involving cash payments.
In 1945, the report "Hospital Statement of Reimbursable
Cost" Joint Hospital Form 1, of the U.S. Department of Labor, Chil-
drens' Bureau and Veterans Administration, Department of Medicine
and Surgery, and Federal Security/ Agency, Office of Vocational Reha-
bilitation, on page 3 C.2.(f) lists Provision for depreciation of
buildings and equipment as an it an to be deducted from expenses.
(See Appendix 4)
In 1947, the report, "Hospital. Statement of Reimbursable
Cost", Joint Hospital Form 1, page 6, footnote 23 states: "Hospi-
tals that have already established the practice of providing an
allowance for depreciation of buildings, fixtures, and equipment,
may include depreciation in accordance vdth the rates covered in
instructions below". Also footnote 22 states:
If a hospital has not established a regular practice of
taking an annual depreciation on buildings, fixtures, and
equipment in accordance with methods suggested under foot-
note 23, the hospital may include allowances for deprecia-
tion of not more than 6 percent of item D-17 to be entered
under item D-18." (See Appendix 5)
Charles G. Roswell, the Consultant on Hospital Accounting
for the United Hospital Fund of New York stated in 1946 that: "The
9Hospital Accounting and Statistics , Published by the
American Hospital Association, Chicago: 1935, Page 40.

principle of treating depreciation of hospital equipmeit as an oper-
10
ating cost has met with general acceptance. 11 "In the light of recent
developments, it now appears desirable for all hospitals to recognize
depreciation on buildings as an item of operating costs and to con-
sider this expense when arriving at rates to be charged for hospital
services. 1,11
In 1947, the American Hospital Association summarized the
12
question after a conference with interested Federal agencies. It
stat ed:
Allowances for Depreciation - Depreciation is being allow-
ed for those hospitals that have already established in their
accounting systams the practice of providing an allowance for
depreciation of buildings, fixtures, and equipment. Bulletin F
of the Bureau of Internal Revenue is suggested as a guide in
providing depreciation. In conformity with suggestions in
Bulletin F, and allowance not to exceed 2 percent a year based
on the total life of 50 years for brick, stone, and similar
buildings, and computed on the cost of the property when ac-
quired or completed may be included, as well as an allowance
for depreciation on building fixtures of 5 percent (life of
20 years) and an allowance for depreciation of hospital equip-
ment of 10 percent (life of 10 years). Depreciation may not
be taken on land, rented property, on assets already deprecia-
ted, or on buildings not used for hospital purposes.
Hospitals that have not established in their accounting
system the regular practice of providing for annual deprecia-
tion on buildings, fixtures, and equipment, may include an
allowance for depreciation of not more than 6 percent of the
total operating expense items included under Section D-l to
17. (See Appendix 6)
Roswell, Charles G., Accounting, Statistics and Business
Office Procedures for Hospitals, United Hospital Fund of New York
New York: 1946 * Page 33
^Ibid., Page 3£
12American Hospital Association
,
Bulletin No. 73,March 31
,
1947, Page 4, Paragraph 6.
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However, it cannot be categorically stated that depreciation
of buildings is universally accepted as an operating cost. In January
1949, an Executive Officer, Division of Hospital, Federal Security
Agency, U.S. Public Health Service stated: "With regard to providing
for plant depreciation costs, there is a question as to whether the
need for this type of information justifies the maintaining of
records of such costs inasmuch as private or voluntary hospital hos-
13pital operations are not involved". Also a Hospital Consultant,
U.S. Childrens’ Bureau, Federal Security Agency, Social Security Ad-
ministration wrote in January 1949
i
Footnote 22, regarding an allowance for depreciation for
hospitals that has not established the regular practice of
taking annual depreciation as now worded, is misleading and
has led to misinterpretation on the part of hospitals. The
Federal agencies have always maintained that only such amounts
as are identifiable expenses in a hospital’s books may be used
in calculating reimbursable cost . . . . . "When the Federal agencies
acceded to an amount not to exceed six percent of operating
expenses for the purpose of depreciation for those hospitals
which did not have adequate records of cost of buildings and
equipment, it was not their intent to grant an additional
allowance to hospitals, but instead, to recognize a reasonable
amount if a hospital made provision for depreciation.
It is my conclusion that there is sufficient authority to
recognize depreciation of buildings and equipment as an operating
expense, and further, that such depreciation should be recorded in
the accounts of the hospital.
In the hospital, as in manufacturing, there is a separation
^See Appendix 1
•^See Appendix 2
I
:
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of operating and non-operating costs. Included in the non-operating
costs are:
Research expense
Medical Education
Bad debts
Interest expense on capital indebtedness
Rentals on non-hospital facilities
Real estate taxes on non-hospital facilities
Income taxes
Appeals for funds
Loss on operation of real estate
Loss on the sale of general fund securities
.'
•- j* -> o! :
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CHAPTER II
INFORMATION TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE COST SYSTEM
General Discussion
The information required from the cost system will depend on
the size and organization of the hospital, the type of service it is
rendering to the public, aid the tvpe of control under vhich it operates.
For all hospitals, the basic information required will be very
similar; the difference will lie in the amount of detailed information
that is needed by the management. Good judgemoit must be exercised in
deciding just how much information is required. The ultimate in deter-
mination of costs would be a system where the patient is likened unto a
job order. When he enters the hospital for treatment, a medical ser-
vice tag is attached to him.^ The details of all services received
by the patient would be entered on the tag. He would be billed on the
basis of the costs entered on his medical service tag. This procedure
is, of course, impractical and the extra labor involved in keeping such
a record would probably add to the patient’s total bill rather than re-
duce it. But such a job order system is not a mere flight of fancy when
one considers the great number of different illnesses which are treated
in a hospital; or the great variance in service required for the same
illness. A "clean" appendectomy certain^ reouired much less nursing
care than a complicated case.
-4'Jhile one cannot conceive of attaching a tag to the arm or
leg of a patient in a civilian hospital, in the Army, in the field, a
tag is attached to the wounded soldier, in order that all may know
what treatment he has received as he passes from the front to rear
eschelon hospitals.

IS
The minimum in the determination of costs is a system wh ere
the costs are found for each department of the hospital. This is a
step in the right direction, in that the information obtained aids
management in the control of the different departments; but it doesn't
give much help in determining a fair price for the different type of
service rendered by a hospital.
Probably the most practical means for the determining of costs,
is to accumulate the costs by departments and then transfer the costs to
the different classes of patients. Giving consideration, in the process
of transfer, to the relative differences in the amount of service rendered
to each class of patients.
The information should be accumulated in a sufficient number
of descriptive accounts in order that reports requiring different
2
classifications and make-up of costs can be prepared. After the cost
accounting section has accumulated the details of the costs, the hos-
pital administrator may assemble and present the facts as he deems best.
Charles G. Rosi-fell has outlined the information that should
3be produced by a cost system as follows:
"1. The cost of rendering bed, board, and routine care to
in-patients.
2. The cost of rendering routine care to patients admitted
to the out-patient and emergency service.
3. The total cost of operating special service departments.
^The Statemait of Reimbursable Cost required by the Govern-
ment differs from a Statement of Comparative Costs as formulated by the
American Hospital Association. Depreciation of Buildings is included
in Reimbursable Cost; but is not included in Comparative Costs.
3Ro swell, Charles G., Accounting, Statistics and Business
Office Procedures for Hospitals
,
United Hospital Fund of New York,
New York: 1946,' Pages 251-252.
.-
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4. The cost of operating auxiliary services such as re-
search, medical education, public restaurant, gift shop,
etc.
5. The aggregate cost of rendering routine care and provid-
ing special services to in-patients and ambulatory
patients.
"
“"
.
CHAPTER III
COMPREHENSIVE STATEMENT OF THE COST SYSTEM1
General Discussion
Cost accounting is a phase of general accounting in which the
main emphasis is placed on the recording, summarising, and interpreting
of the operating costs of the hospital. However, just because the main
emphasis is on costs, does not mean that the cost accountant may neglect
the other elements comprising the entire accounting system. The cost
section must be closely tied in with the general accounting system..
The purpose of cost accounting has been stated as determining
the costs of rendering a unit of service. The costs of rendering the
2
service are to be compared with the revenue received from that service.'"
^or information concerning other hospital accounting systems
consult:
Livock, D.M.
,
Accountant, System, of Costing and Budgetary Con-
trol for Hospitals, January 13, 1940.
Morrison, Delbert J., 11Accounting Control of the Operations of
a Small Hospital", N.A.C.A. Bulletin Vol. XXUC, No. 20, June 15, 1943.
Bugbee, G.P., "Hospital Cost Accounting", N.A.C.A . Bulletin
Vol. mi No. 12, February 15, 1932.
p
It must be remembered that for the same unit of service the
hospital may receive many different rates of revenue. For in the hos-
pital a patient is often charged on his ability to pay. Thus, there
are full-pay, part-pay and charity patients; each would receive the same
unit of service but pay varying amounts for it. As stated by Carl W.
Tiller on page 53 of Governmental Cost Accounting, published by the
Municipal Finance Officers* Association of United States and Canada,
Chicago 1940. "Hospital cost accounting is concerned with the determina-
tion of costs for all of the hospital services, regardless of the finan-
cial resources of the patients served".

Therefore, the Income Statement concept of matching revenues with ex-
penses should be kept in mind when devising the cost system.
Hospital revenues stem from three main sources:
1. Revenues from services to patients.
2. Revenues from auxiliary services such as a public
cafeteria,
3. Revoiues from supplementary sources, such as grants and
gifts.
It is the job of the hospital cost section to determine the
costs that are chargeable against these revenues.
The hospital makes expenditures for salaries, services, and
physical assets. The accounting for these expenditures, either as
assets or as expenditures, is the province of general accounting. The
equitable distribution of all costs, either those arising from current
expenditures or those resulting from the expiration of previously
acquired assets, to all department s of the hospital is the work of the
cost section.
In the initial step, the cost section records the costs
according to the department which incurs them. At the same time as the
costs are being recorded in dollar amounts, the related statistics as
to the number of units of service rendered are also accumulated.
The chief records of the cost section are the cost ledgers.
A set of three cost ledgers is kept for each department. For conven-
ience, costs are grouped within the ledgers in fairly homogeneous
groups. Three groups of costs are used: the cost of personal services,
the cost of the use of physical assets, and miscellaneous costs.
'.
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The following classification of expenses are used for The Dependents’
Hospital, a mythical hospital for whom this system is devised:
Personal Services: Expenditures for salaries and fees.
The payroll book is the source of the
entry to the cost ledger.
Stores: Expenditures for supplies and minor
equipment
.
Consumption of supplies and minor equips
merit.
The requisition and prescription are
used for entry into the cost ledger.
General Expense: Expenditures for all general expenses,
i.e., those expenditures not made for
personal services and stores.
The voucher is used for entry into cost
ledgers.
Indirect Expense: Estimated expiration of fixed assets.
The journal voucher is used for entry
into the cost ledgers.
Transferred Expense: Services and supplies furnished by one
department to another department of the
hospital.
The charge slip is used for entry into
the cost ledger for those services that
can be measured.
The transfer voucher is used for entry
into the cost ledger for those services
not capable of measurement; and are there-
fore allocated by estimation.
Note: Stores used by the departments is
actually a transferred expense from the
storehouse; but because of the great number
of stores and their great dollar value, a
separate account is maintained for stores,
thus establishing a control for this account.

23
The cost system is tied into the general accounting system by
means of the following control accounts maintained in the general ledger;
Personal Services: Totals the expenditures for salaries,
wages and fees.
Stores: Totals the expenditures and issuance
of supplies and minor eouipmait.
Expenses - General: Totals the expenditures for general-
expense.
Expenses - Indirect: Totals the estimated expiration of asset
values.
As explained, the costs are accumulated in the cost ledgers
during the cost cycle for all departments. At the end of the period, the
costs of the general service departments are transferred to the inter-
mediate and primary cost centers. Next, the total costs of the inter-
mediate cost centers are transferred to the primaiy cost centers. After
this procedure has been completed, all the costs of the cycle are rest-
ing in the primary cost centers, which are the revenue producing agencies
of the hospital.
After the transfer of all costs into the primary cost centers,
it is then possible to prepare reports from the information accumulated
and classified during the period.
-.
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CHAPTER IV
CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS
General Discussion
After the decision has been made as to the information that will
be useful and desirable, the next step is to set up a classification of
accounts. There appears to be general agreement that costs should be
accumulated on the basis of the departmental or functional service units
which make up the hospital organization.
The term, "department", is ordinarily understood to be a group
of people organized as a unit to perform a definite task. Departments
are classified bjr the function they perform."^ Thus, the housekeeping
departmait keeps the hospital clean, the nursing department provides
nursing care, and the dietary department provides the meals. But the
term, "department" is too inclusive when used in connection with the
cost system. For example, the dietary department may be composed of
three separate kitchens, each in different parts of the hospital and each
functioning separately of the others. It is necessary for management to
know the costs in each kitchen of producing a meal. The recording of
these costs and keeping them separate from each other would be difficult
if there was only one account to which food costs could be charged, namely
the dietary department.
^The function of hospital departments is summarized by
Frank E. Chapman in Hospital Organization and Operation
,
The MacMillan Co.
New York, 1924 * For a more detailed description of hospital organization
and functions consult. Hospital Qrgani zati on and Management by M.T.Mac-
Eachem, The Physicians Record Company, Chicago, 194-7 *
'-
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This difficulty is overcome by dividing the hospital, for the
purposes of the cost system into "cost centers" rather than into depart-
ments. A cost center is a more restrictive term than is department. A
department may be a cost center, as for example, the research department.
On the other hand, a departmait may be composed of many cost centers,
as in the case of the dietary department. The use of cost colters for
2
the accumulation of costs has been described by Walter 0. Harris:
A "cost center" is a function, activity, or organization
unit for which a segregation of costs is made. All of the
costs applicable to a particular cost center are gathered to-
gether and the total cost thereof determined. The costs for
each cost center are in turn subdivided to show the cost for
each subactivity or operation, or the cost for each character
and object of expense.
There are three major classes of institutional cost cen-
ters: the Primary Institutional Cost Centers, the Intermediate
Institutional Cost Centers, and the General Service Cost Centers.
The primary cost centers are determined by the major
classes of patients and inmates and represent the ultimate
resting place of all costs. That is, all costs evactually are
charged to one of the primary cost centers.
The intermediate cost centers, for the most part, repre-
sent special service units furnishing services directly to
patients and inmates, such as X-Ray services, physiotherapy,
etc. The costs are originally accumulated according to these
cost centers in order to arrive at the total cost of each ser-
vice, and then are distributed to the primary cost centers
on the basis of the amount of service rendered to the patients
in each class. While there is some value in knowing the total
cost and the unit cost — where it is possible to apply a unit —
for each of the intermediate cost centers, the principal reason
for having the intermediate cost centers is in order that the
costs of these services can be accurately allocated to the pri-
mary cost centers, since they furnish services to all of the
primary cost groups.
^Harris, Walter 0., Institutional Cost Accounting, Public
Administration Service, Chicago: 1944, Pages fc>-7.

The third group of cost centers, the general service
cost centers, comprise the divisions of the institution
which are necessary in order to operate the institution
but whose services are not limited to direct service to
patients and inmates. These include such units as the
Power Plant, the Bakery, the Dietary Service, and other
units which furnish services or commodities to practi-
cally all other divisions in the institution. These
cost centers are established for two principal purposes:
first, because in most cases the total cost of the
activity and the cost per unit of product or service are
very helpful data in the management of the institution;
and, second, the costs are grouped in order that they may
be equitably distributed to the other units of the insti-
tution and, eventualljr to the primary cost centers.
(The classification of accounts for The Dependents' Hospital
will follow the pattern described by Mr. Harris.)
Howrever, the systematic arrangement of the accounts and their
symbolization is not enough. It is important that the expenses which
are accumulated in each account be defined and limited. For only by
charging the same expenses into the accounts period after period,
will the resulting reports be of any value in making comparisons.
Great benefits would result if all hospitals used the same classifi-
cation of accounts. Charles G. Roswell states:
Uniformity in the classification of expenses is es-
pecialljr desirable since it offers one hospital the oppor-
tunity of comparing its financial results with those of
other institutions. It also enables organizations of a
like nature to standarize all report forms used to sub-
mit financial data to governmental and other agencies.
3
This uniformity is achieved by establishing a chart of
accounts, which describe the expenses which are to be charged into an
account.
3ro swell, Charles G., Accounting, Statistics and Busines s
Office Procedures for Hospitals, United Hospital Fund of New York,
New York: 194£pT~Page 80
—*y
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Primary Institutional Cost Centers
In any institution, the primary centers would be de-
termined by a stud?/- of the types of patients, the varia-
tions in amount of care required, and the organization
pattern and physical facilities as they relate to the
classes of patients. Even if there were only one major
class of patients, as is true in some institutions, it
might be desirable to establish separate primary cost
centers for different wards, or buildings, in order to
compare the costs for administrative purposes.^
Thus, a governmental institution providing service to a
limited type of patient might use a classification to that used by
5the Elosie Hospital and Infirmary in Wayne County, Michigan.
Psychopathic Hospital — Regular Patients
Psychopathic Hospital — Tubercular Patients
Infirmary — Bed Patients
Infirmary — Ambulatory Patients
General Hospital — Acute
General Hospital — Chronic
General Hospital — Out-Patient Clinic
Whereas, a large general hospital might use the classifi-
cation of accounts suggested by Mr. Roswell for the United Hospital Fund
of New York.°
^Harris, Walter 0., Institutional. Co st Accounting, Public
Administration Service, Chicago: 1944, Page 8
^ Ibid. Page 8
6r0 swell, Charles G.
,
Accounting, Statistics and Busines s
Office Procedures for Hospitals
,
Unit ed Hospital Fund of New York
New York:' 1946, Page 250

In-Patient Service
Private
Semi-Private
General Ward
Nursery
Ambulatory Patient Service
Out-Patiavt Department
Emergency Department
Private Ambulatory Service
Services Not Applicable to the Cost of Patient Care
Research
Medical Education
Special Nurses' and Guest Meals
Gift shop, public restaurant and other services not
properl^ chargeable to the cost of patient care
Intermediate Institutional Cost Centers
For the most part, these centers are concerned with
activities performed directly for the various classes of
patients and inmates. However, since they are performed
for all classes of patients, it is necessary to accumulate
the costs for each of these cost centers before thqy can be
properly charged to the primary cost centers. For example,
in the X-Ray Division, it is necessar^ to find the total
cost of the X-Ray Division and then, on the basis of the
number of X-rays made for patients in the various primary
cost centers, the cost of the X-ray activUy is distributed
to the other centers. It is of considerable value, too, to
know the total cost of performing these activities and the
cost per unit of service rendered.
7
While Charles G. Roswell does not use the system of cost
7Harris, Walter C., Institutional Cost Accounting, Public
Administration Service, Chicago: 1944
,
Page 10
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centers as they are used by Walter C. Harris, the following classifica-
g
tion made by Mr. Roswell describes intermediate cost centers:
Professional Care Departments - General Services
Medical and Surgical Service
Nursing Service
School of Nursing
Pharmacy
Central Sterile Supply Department
Medical Records and Library
Social Service
Follow-Up Department
Photographic Department
Professional Care Departments - Special Services
Operating Room
Delivery Room
Department of Anesthesia
Department of Oxygen Therapy
X-Ray
X-Ray Therapy
Laboratories
Physical Therapy
Cystoscopic
Metaboli sm
Electrocardiography
Blood Bank
Ambulance Service
0R0swell, Charles G., Accounting, Statistics and Business Office
Procedures for Hospitals, United Hospital Fund of New York, New York: 1946
Pages oO-cl.
' '
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General Service Cost Centers
The General Service Cost Centers are established to account
for the cost of those activities which serve the hospital as a whole
and do not represent direct service to the patients.
The following list of General Service Cost Centers is adapted
9from Charles G. Roswell:
Department of Nutrition
Dietary
Bakery
Dairy
Farm
Household and Property Departments
Housekeeping
Laundry
Linen and Sewing Room
Operation of Plant
Maintenance of Buildings, Grounds, and Equipment
Maintenance of Personnel
Administration Departments
Administration (including accounting, admitting, personnel)
Purchasing Department
Receiving and Storeroom Department
Religious Services
- '
'o
'~ ‘
"
Ro swell, Charles G., Accounting, Stati sties and Business Office
Procedures for Hospitals, United Hospital Fund of New York, New York : 1946
Pages 81-02.

Classification of Accounts for The Dependents' Hospital
General Classification of Accounts
1 - 99 Cost Centers
100 - 199 Assets
200 - 299 Liabilities
300 - 399 Net Worth
400 - 499 Revenue
500 - 599 Expense - Direct
600 - 699 Expense - Indirect
700 - 799 Expense - Transferred
1-99 Cost Centers
PRH.IARY COST CENTERS
1 Privat e Patient s
2 Semi-Private Patients
3 Private Ward Patients
4 General Ward Patiaits
5 Nursery
6
7 Out-Patients
G Emergency Patients
9 Private Ambulatory Patients
10
11 Research
12 Medical Education

13 Apothecary
14 Public Restaurant
15 Barber Shop
16
17
18
19
intermediate cost centers
20 Medical Service
21 Surgical Service
22 Nursing Service
23 School of Nursing
24 Pharmacy
25 Central Sterile Supply
26 Medical Reco rds and Library
27 Social Service
28 Follow-Up
29 Photographic
30 Religious Services
31
32 Operating Room
33 DeLivery Room
34 Anesth esia D epartment
35 Oxygen Therapy Department
36 X-Ray
37 X-Ray Therapy

38 Laboratories
39 Physical Therapy
40 Cj^stoscopic
41 Metabolism
42 Electrocardiograph
43 Blood Bank
44 Ambulance Service
45
46
47
48
49
GENERAL SERVICE COST CENTERS
50 General Executive
51 Accounting
52 Admitting
53 Telephone Switchboard
54 Personnel Service
55 Purchasing
56 Agency
57
58 Storehouse
59
60 Dietary
61 Bakery
62 Fann.
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63
64 Housekeeping
65 Laundry
66 Linen and Sewing Rooms
67 Utilities
68 Maintenance
69 Employee Housing
70
500
- 599 Expense s - Direct^
PERSONAL SERVICES
500 Salaries - Supervision
501 Salaries - Direct
502 Fees - Non-Emplo3rees
STORES
510
511 Supplies
512 Equipment - Minor
GENERAL EXPENSE
550 Contractual Maintenance and Repairs
551 Electricity - Purchased
552 Gas - Purchased
553 Water - Purchased
^Direct Expenses are those expaises for which an expenditure of
cash was made during the period.
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554 Steam - Purchased
555 Ice - Purchased
556 Insurance-Compensation
557 Telephone and Telegraph - Purchased
558 Annunities and Pensions for Employees
559 Postage
560 Public Relations
561 Transportation
562 Travel
563 Insurance on. Real Estate and Equipment
564 Membership in Associations and Convortion Expense
565 Rent
566 Real Estate Taxes
567 Social Security Taxes
568 Taxes - Miscellaneous
569 Public Auditing
570 Interest Expense
571 Miscellaneous General Direct Expense
600 - 699 Exparses - Indi rect
600
602
603
604
605
606

607
608
609
610 Depreciation - Plant
611 Depreciation - Equipment
650 Loss from Bad Debts
651 Loss on Real Estate Operations
652 Loss on Sale of General Fund Securities
653 Inventory Adjustment
700
- 799 Expenses - Transferred
SERVICES TO EMPLOYEES
700 Meal
s
701 Laundry
702 Housing
703 Other
UTILITIES FURNISHED TO COST CENTERS
710 Electricity
711 Gas
v
712 Water
* *
713 Steam and Heat
714 Telegraph and Telephone
715
TRANSFERS FROM INTERMEDIATE CCST CEI':TERS
720 Medical Service
*>
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721 Surgical Service
722 Nursing Service
723 School of Nursing
724 Pharmacy
725 Central Sterile Supply
726 Medical Records and Library
727 Social Service
723 Follow-Up
729 Photographic
730 Religious Services
731
732 Operating Room
733 Delivery Room
734 Anesthesia Department
735 Oxygen Therapy Department
736 X-Ray
737 X-Ray Therapy
733 Laboratories
739 Physical Therapy
740 Cystoscopic
741 Metabolism
742 Electrocardiograph
743 Blood Bank
744 Ambulance Service
TRANSFERS FROM GENERAL SERVICE COST CHITENS
750 Administration (Total 50-56 Inc.)
I
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751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758 Storehouse
759
760 Nutrition (Total 60-62 Inc.)
761
762
763
764 Housekeeping
765 Laundry (Total 65-66)
766
767
Utilities
768 Maintenance
769 Employee Housing
.-
CHAPTER V
THE COST LEDGERS FOR THE DEPENDENTS* HOSPITAL
General Discussion
Three cost ledgers are maintained for each cost center:
Personal Services Cost Ledger
Properties Cost Ledger
Miscellaneous Cost Ledger
In each cost ledger are included all items of cost that would
properly be classed under the general heading of the ledger. Thus, in
each ledger there may be found items of cost which were incurred in any
of the following ways:
Expenditures of cash
Expiration of asset value
Transferred costs#
The emphasis is on a homogenous grouping in the ledger of the
type of cost rather than on the manner in which the cost was incurred.
For example, in the Personal Services Cost Ledger will be found costs
representing expenditures of cash for salaries, and also transferred
expense for the value of the meals supplies b?/- the hospital to employees
of the center.
Costs are recorded in the cost ledgers at varying intervals
of time as will be discussed later. At the end of the month, totals are
determined for the three cost ledgers of the cost center. These three
totals are accumulated into a summarizing account for the cost center
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(accounts 700-799). The summarizing account represents the total cost
of operating the cost center and is also the amount that is to be
transferred out of the general service and intermediate cost centers.
Personal Service Cost Ledger
This ledger reflects the cost of employing the people -who are
needed to operate the hospital.
Salaries and wages represent the greater amount of this cost.
Unlike many other types of employees, the hospital employee receives
benefits in addition to his wage. Meals, medical service, and housing
are routinely furnished to many of the employees. These benefits are
not only comparable to additions to the stated wage of the employee,
they also represoat a cost th£t the hospital must supply. Therefore,
these benefits, as well as the wages, are considered a part of the cost
of personal services.
Properties Cost Ledger
'‘Properties” is an all inclusive term for the costs arising
from the consumption of physical assets, or from a partial expiration of
asset values.
Properties is divided into two groups as follows:
GROUP I
Buildings
Permanent and Fixed Equipment
Major Equipment
.'
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GROUP II
Minor Equipment
Supplies
Group I, comprises the fixed assets of the hospital. The
accounting for these assets is a function of the general accounting sec
tion. The details of these assets will be found in the subsidiary
ledger, ’’Plant Equipment”. This ledger will contain a page for each
item of fixed assets. Inasmuch as the cost accounting section is in-
terested in this record, because from it, is gathered the information
on depreciation, a form has been designed. (See Appendix ?)
Group I cost is found in the depreciation of the items
listed in this classification. The total depreciation can be deter-
mined by making a recapitulation of the depreciation data as found
in the ’’Plant Ledger". The allocation of the cost of depreciation is
treated in a latter section.
Group I items are classified on the basis of the following
criteria:
BUILDINGS:
Structures owned by the hospital.
PERMANENT OR FIXED EQUIPMENT1
A. Affixed to the building, not subject to transfer.
B. A fairly long life, but shorter, however than the
life of the buildings in which the equipmait is
housed.
^Roswell, Charles G., Accounting, Statistics and Busines s
Procedures for Hospitals, United Hospital Fund of New York, New York:
Page 40
Office
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C. Examples: Boilers, elevators, refrigerators.
MAJOR EQUIPMENT2
A. Capable of being moved as distinguished from fixed.
B. A more or less fixed location in the buildings.
C. A unit suffici aitly large to justify the expense
incident to control by means of an Equipment Ledger.
D. Sufficient individuality and size as to make feasible
control by means of an identification tag or number.
E. A minimum life of at least five years. Examples:
Desks, accounting machines. X-rays, operating tables.
Group II comprises the assets which are used in the operation
of the hospital. They are those assets, which appear as prepaid ex-
penses when the balance sheet is prepared. Group II is controlled by
an account in the general ledger, "Stores". All purchases of stores
are debited to the control account by the general accounting section.
Information on which the credits are made to the control account is
secured from the storehouse which is charged with the responsibility
for the storage and issue of all supplies through the media of a
permanent inventory and requisitions. All transactions for stores
must clear through the storehouse in order that reconcilliation can
be effected with the control account. "All transactions" includes
circumstances which are not normally considered as storeroom procedure.
For example:
Supplies not issued by the storehouse; but which are de-
p
~
Roswell, Charles G.
,
Account lng
_.
Statistics and Business Offic e
Procedures for Hospitals
,
United Hospital Fund of New York, New York: 1946
Page 40

livered by the vendor directly to the using department, such
as food and fuel.
An emergency purchase of supplies which is delivered directl;/-
to the cost center making the requisition.
Supplies which are routinely stored and issued by centers
other than the storehouse, such as drugs ’which are kept in
the pharmacj/- and sterile medical supplies which are kept in
control sterile supply.
Group II cost is found in the issue of supplies to tjhe differ-
ent cost centers.
Group II items are classified on the basis of the following
criteria:
MINOR EQUIPMENT3
A. No fixed location, subject to requisition or use
by various departments of the hospital,
B. Small in size, subject to storeroom control, fairly
numerous as to quantity and use.
C. Comparatively small unit cost.
D. A life of not more than five years.
Examples: Waste baskets, bed pans, syringes.
SUPPLIES
Those items necessary to the operation of the hospital
which are not otherwise classified.
3Roswell, Charles G., Accounting, Statistic s and Business Office
Procedures for Hospitals, United Hospital Fund of New York, Nevr York: 19A-o
J.
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Group II cost is charged to the cost centers as an expense of
the month of issue. Supplies and minor equipment are considered as
assets (Prepaid Expense) as long as they are in the storeroom. But as
soon as they are issued thqg become a cost of current operations. This,
in spite of the fact that an item of minor equipment may last several
years. A procedure of this type is necessary because of the great num-
ber of items issued and the relatively small cost of each item. Inas-
much as the process of replenishment is continuous, there should be
little distortion of the costs of any one period. It is reasonable to
assume that if twelve bath basins were to be replaced in a ward, that
they would become useless at the rate of one a month, rather than all
twelve at one time.
The cost of stores issued is on the basis of requisitions.
This procedure is discussed later.
A physical inventory should be taken at least once a year and
much more frequently for valuable items, such as narcotics. Any dis-
crepancy between the physical and recorded inventory is adjusted through
* *<
the account: 653-Inventory Adjustment.
Miscellaneous Cost Ledger
This ledger is used for the recording and accumulation of all
costs which cannot be properly included under personal services and
properties.

CHAPTER VI
THE COST ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES
General Discussion
When designing the cost accounting procedures, one should keep
the following considerations in mind:
1* Information should be gathered from the point of view of
the executive who will have to use it.
2. Whenever possible, strengthen the general accounting
system in its function of providing information for the
planning, coordination, control and protection of the hos-
pital.
3. Procedures should be economical of time and materials.
Ways must be found to relieve the professional personnel
of as much paper work as possible.
The cost accounting procedures fall into the following general
operations.
1. Recording and accumulating the costs and their related
statistics for each cost center.
2. Transfer of costs between cost centers.
3. Reconcilliation of the cost s3rstem to the general account-
ing systan.
4. Preparation of the final cost reports.
As previously explained in the Chapter III, costs are recorded
and accumulated according to the following classification:
1. Personal Services
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2. Stores
3. General Expense
4* Indirect Expense
5. Transferred Expense
Different procedures for recording and accumulating costs are
used for each class of expense. The procedures are designed, where
possible, with a two-fold purpose:
1. Recording the costs.
2. Recording the related statistics.
Procedure for the Recording of Personal Services
The preparation of the payroll, the maintenance of the pay-
roll and personnel records, and the paying of the employee is the function
of the general accounting section. The equitable distribution of the pay-
roll to the cost centers is a function of the cost accounting section.
A separate payroll is prepared for each cost center. To meet
this requiremait, time and attendance records are maintained within each
cost center. The supervisor who is charged with the keeping of the
time and attendance records will also, if applicable, maintain form
CA-1 "Distribution of Time". This form provides for a distribution of
the time of the employees of the cost center who are assigned to duties
in other cost centers.
Practically all of the intermediate and general service cost
centers provide services for other cost centers. However, in most in-
stances, the employees work within their own cost center. This is
fortunate, because the form used for the distribution requires extra work

for the supervisors of the cost centers. It is also somewhat more in-
volved than the usual form, because it is devised for the use of the
cost center and also the cost accounting section, (instructions for use
are printed on the back of the form.)
Form CA-1, "Distribution of Time" must be prepared only by the
following cost centers:
Medical Service
Surgical Service
Nursing Service
School of Nursing
Housekeeping
At the close of a pay period, the cost center will forward the
time and attendance records, and the Form CA-1, 'Distribution of Time"
to the general accounting department. Here the payroll is prepared and
entry made in the general ledger control account, "Personal Services".
The records are then passed on to the cost section for entry into the
cost ledgers.
The cost of personal services will be entered in the cost
ledgers as each pa: rroll is made. Thus, there will be a weekly entry
in the cost ledgers for the employees who are paid an hourly wage; and
there will be one entry a month for the executives who are paid a salary.
It,is important that the total amount of the gross payroll be
entered in the cost ledgers, for there must be a reconcilliation with
the control accounts at the end of the accounting period. It is a
simple matter to make entry for those cost centers whose employees
work their entire time within the cost canter. An entry is made
..
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in the cost ledger of the cost center for the entire payroll; the pajr-
roll book being the basis for the entry.
For those centers whose employees worked in other centers, the
cost accounting section must make a computation for the distribution of
costs. The following steps are taken to distribute the payroll of the
cost center.
1. Compute an average hourly rate for each employee who worked
in other centers. Divide the total amount earned by the
employee (including overtime) by the total hours.
2. Charge each center in which the employee worked for the
number of hours multiplied by the average hourly rate,
care must be taken to assure that the total amount earned
by die anployee exactly equals the amounts charged to the
different centers.
3. Prepare a recapitulation of the total payroll of the cost
center showing the cost centers to which it is to be
distributed.
4. List the summary secured in step 3 on Form 04-7, ’'Transfer
Voucher"
.
#
5. Enter costs in the cost ledgers; the "Transfer Voucher"
being the basis of the entry.
Procedure for the Recording of Stores
As previously stated, all transactions for stores must clear
through the storehouse, in order that the cost of stores for the period
and the remaining stores in stock may be reconciled with the
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controlling account in the general ledger. This procedure involves:
1. Accounting for the receipt of stores
2. Accounting for the storage of stores
3. Accounting for the issue of stores
4. Charging the Cost Centers for their use of stores
and is accomplished through the use of the following forms:
CA-3 Voucher Payable
CA-4 Permanent Inventor:/ Record - Stock Record Card
CA-5 Requisition
CA-6 Storehouse Issues
Accounting for the Receipt of Stores
Although all stores are not delivered by the vendor to the
storehouse; the receipt of all stores must be accounted for on the
permanent inventoiy of storehouse. This procedure is most easily
accomplished by having the general accounting section give to the cost
section an information copy of all vouchers payable. This procedure
provides for internal control in spite of the fact that the storehouse
does not audit the receiving reports of stores received directl:/ bjr the
using departments from the vendors^ because the general accounting
section will not prepare a voucher until it is convinced that the goods
have been received. This method also has the additional advantage of
charging the perpetual inventoiy with the exact amounts that are being
charged to the control account.
..
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Accounting for the Storage of Stores
A perpetual inventory is kept for all stores on Form CA-4
"Stock Record Card". This record shows amount and value of receipts,
issues and the balances on hand. Details of receipts is secured from
information copies of the Vouchers Payable received from general account-
ing. Details of issues is secured from requisitions received from cost
centers. Details as to the balances is secured by arithmetical cal-
culation. Book balances should be checked against a physical inventory
at least once a year.
Accounting for the Issue of Stores
All stores are issued on the basis of requisitions.
Requisitions are prepared within the cost center. To prevent
any misunderstanding as to the exact store needed, a catalogue can be
mimeographed describing all items carried, a standard code number and
nomenclature being applied to each item. The requisition is approved
by the department head and director of supply. Stores are issued to the
center on the basis of the approved requisition. The stores are priced
on the requisition, and also on the stock ledger cards, by the moving
average method of pricing. Entries are made on the stock ledger cards
before the stores are issued to the center,
Those cost centers who receive stores direct from the vendor
will each week submit to the storehouse a requisition for the actual
amount of the store they have used during the week. Cn the basis of
this requisition, an entry will be made in the issued column of the
stock record card for the store
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Charging the Cost Centers for Their Use of Store s
During the month, the storehouse will file separately for
each cost center the requisitions received during the month. At the
end of the month, it will prepare for each cost center a recapitulation
showing how much of each of the twenty-seven different kinds of stores
they have used during the month. (This procedure will involve a good
deal of work, but the information received should be a great value to
the administrator in managing the cost centers. This procedure can
be handled by card punching equipment if the volume of issues warrants
the expense.)
This recapitulation of stores expense for each cost center is
entered on Form CA-6, "Storehouse Issues". It is the basis for a summary
entry in the cost ledgers for the "Supplies" and "Minor Equipment" used.
m
Form CA-6 is prepared in triplicate. One copy stays in the cost section.
One copy goes to the hospital administrator and the third copy goes to
the head of the cost center involved.
This procedure for the accounting for stores involves a great
amount of record keeping. However, it is worth-while, for a hospital
can suffer loss from the disappearance of its materials just as easily
as from the theft of its cash. Hospital supplies are often small in
size; but large in value. Other supplies can be used very nicely in
someone's home. It certainly behoves the hospital to protect these
assets by every reasonable means.
Procedure for the Recording of General Expense
"General Expense" as used by The Dependents' Hospital is a
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limit ed term. It comprises all expenditures of cash, except those ex-
penditures for Personal Services and Stores. General Expense is one of
the controlling accounts of the cost system.
Expenditures of all kinds are recorded in the Voucher Register.
(See Appendix £) The voucher system is well adapted for the use of hos-
pitals; and the advantages claimed for the voucher systsn for the usual
business enterprise also obtain for the hospital.
The voucher register provides a permanent record of accounts
payable and establishes the controlling accounts for the subsidiary
cost records. Because of the great number of cost centers, it is im-
possible to show the distribution of expenses to all cost centers in
the voucher register.
The general accounting section prepares an information copjr of
all Vouchers Payable (Form CA-3) for the cost section. These vouchers
are the basis for entry into the cost ledgers for Personal Services, and
Stores, as already described, and also for entry into the cost ledger for
general expenses.
Space is provided on the face of The Voucher Payable to show
the distribution of the expense to various cost centers. In most cases,
this distribution of general expense is easiln^ discemable as a direct
expense to the cost center receiving the benefit of the expenditure. In
some instances, it is necessary to use a base for the distribution.
For example:
. „
1
563 Insurance on Real Estate and Equipment — Base: Depreciation Cost
epreciation is a logical basis. As previously explained the charge
made to each cost center for depreciation is based directly on the portions
of buildings, fixed equipment and major equipment that is used by the cost
center. Insurance expense is incurred primarily for the protection of these
three items.

566 Real Estate Taxes — Base: Depreciation Cost
567 Social Securer Taxes (Employer) — Base: Payroll
Other general expenses which do not lend themselves to an
equitable distribution can be charged directly to one cost center, and
later this general expense will be distributed to all other cost centers.
For example: 560 Public Relations.
Charge the entire amount to the General Administration Cost
Center for subsequent transfer.
The distribution as shovn on the face of the Voucher Payable
is the basis of entry into the cost ledgers.
Procedure for the Recording of Indirect Expense
"Indirect Expense" stems from entries in the general journal
which do not represent current expenditures; but rather the expiration
of asset values acquired in former accounting, periods.
Depreciation and Inventory adjustments are the chief indirect
expenses.
The cost of depreciation is determined by summarizing the
depreciation data found in the "Plant Ledger". The cost of depreciation
for Buildings, and Permanent and Fixed Equipment is allocated to the
cost centers on the ratio of the floor space assigned to the cost center
to total hospital floor space. The ideal apportionment of de-
preciation cost would consider the value of the space allotted, as well
as the amount of feet. For example, the space devoted to the care of
private patients is much more valuable from the point of view of revenue

received, than is that devoted to the storage of coal; it can also be
argued that the dietary department in its preparation of food de-
rives more benefit from the fixed equipment such as boilers than the
medical records section does. But I think this type of apportion-
ment would cost more than it is worth. Actually the cost of deprecia-
tion is not an operating expense that is under the control of the
supervisor of the cost center. Therefore, it is no index of operating
efficiency.
The depreciation of major eouipment is charged to the cost
center using it.
All inventory adjustments are charged directly to the cost cen
ter. Storehouse.
Other indirect costs would include the loss from bad debts,
loss on sale of real estate and securities. These costs are recorded
in the general accounting system; but they do not enter into the cost
ledgers. This is because they are costs which are generally considered
to be non-operating expenses.
The distribution of these indirect expenses that are to be
entered into the cost ledgers are summarized on Form CA-2, "Journal
Voucher.
"
Procedure for the Recording of Transferred Expense
After the total expenses have been recorded for all of the cost
centers, the next step is to transfer these costs on an equitable into
the revenue producing accounts. This procedure for transferring costs
between cost centers is the most complex problem presented by the cost
accounting system.
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There are two main steps in this procedure:
1. Transfer of the costs of the General Service Cost
Centers to the Intermediate and Primary Cost Centers.
f
2. Transfer of the costs of the Intermediate Cost Cen-
ters to the Primary Cost Centers.
The transfer of costs is based on the services or benefits
derived from one cost center by other cost centers. The statistics of
these services are accumulated within each cost center rendering ser-
vice to other centers. A summary of these statistics is given to the
cost section at the end of the period in order that an equitable distri-
bution of the expenses can be made.
The transfer of costs is made on Form CA-7, "Transfer Voucher".
This form lists the names of the cost centers to be charged and the
amount. It is the basis for entry into the cost ledgers. Form CA-?
is printed on yellow paper to distinguish it as a voucher not origina-
ting in the general accounting section.
Transfer of Costs from the General Service Cost Centers
There are two methods that may be used in transferring the
costs of the General Service Cost Centers:
1. Direct Method.
2. Reciprocal Method.
The DIRECT METHOD begins with the cost center serving the great-
est number of other cost centers and distributes its entire cost to those
centers. Then all other cost centers are successively cleared of their
costs in the seouence of the number of other cost centers to whom service
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is rendered. After a cost center has been cleared no further entries
for expense are made during the current period. For example: The Ad-
ministration Cost Center is the first to be cleared. Once cleared, no
more expenses are to be entered in spite of the fact the Administration
received service from the Housekeeping and Utilities Departments
during the period. The direct method has the advantage of not re-
quiring any extra calculations. It is satisfactory both from the
point of view of the cost system and of management. Concerning the
cost system: all expenses will ultimately rest in the primary cost
centers and it does not matter too much how these transferred services
are shown in the general service centers. From the point of view of
management: the out-of-pocket expenses (which are the type of expense
most amenable to control) are shown for each cost center.
The RECIPROCAL METHOD takes into consideration the fact that
many cost centers are receiving services from the same cost centers to
whom they are rendering services. Thus an effort is made to show in
each general service cost center all of the services it received from
other cost centers before a complete distribution is made of the costs
for the month. The reciprocal method requires extra computations. It
will give added information for managerial control. For example: If
maintenances charges in the administration department jump sharply this
month, it might indicate carelessness in the care of the eouipment.
Transfer of General Service Costs by the Direct Method.
ADMINISTRATION
Each of the following cost centers is cleared of its costs by
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transferring them into a summary account, 750 - "Administration".
50 General Executive
51 Accounting
52 Admitting
53 Telephone Switchboard
54 Personnel Service
55 Purchasing
56 Agency Accounts
The total of the Administration account is transferred to all
intermediate and primary cost centers.
The basis of apportionment is the ratio of the cost centers
total expenditures for personal services to the total hospital ex-
penditure for personal service. This is the ratio of column 4 of the
Personal Services Cost Ledger to column 11 of the voucher register.
STOREHOUSE
The cost of the stores issued on requisitions has been dis-
tributed as previously explained.
The cost of operating the storehouse is transferred to all
intermediate and primary cost centers who drew stores during the period.
The basis of apportionmoit is the ratio of the total cost of
the stores received by each cost center to the total stores issued
for the hospital. This is the ratio of column 3 of the Properties Cost
Ledger to the total issues for the hospital as shown on the records of
the storehouse.
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NUTRITION
2
Each of the following cost colters is cleared of its costs by
transferring them into a summary account: 760 -"Nutrition"
60 Dietary
61 Bakery
62 Farm
The total of the Nutrition account is transferred to all
intermediate and primary cost colters whose employees or patients were
served meals during the month. While it is recognized that general ser-
vice center employees also received meals during the month, when the
direct method of distribution is used, no distribution for cost of meals
is made to the general service cost colters.
The basis of apportionmoit is the number of meals served to
each cost colter. It is my personal opinion that the value of these
meals should not be weighted. A meal is to be considered a meal, re-
gardless to whether its being served to a private patient, a ward
patient, or to a new bom baby. It is recognized that the value of
meals served certainly do vary in value. However, there are so many
variations in meals that any accounting for the differences would con-
sume more time than the information is worth. Consider the variations
in diet: liquid, soft, diabetic, regular, ulcer management, kidney
diets, cardiac, meals for employees, meals for special patients on a
convalescent diet, et cetra. To keep a record of the number of meals
2For additional information concerning the function of account-
ing in the nutrition department consult: Accounting and Food Control for
Home Economics Studaits
,
Neva Henrietta Radell, F.S. Crofts & Co.,
New York: 1935, Pages 173-191.
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served of each type of diet as above enumerated would be quite a job;
in addition, the keeping of records showing the cost of food entering
into each diet would be a very expensive procedure. I think that an
analysis of the cost of meals would tend to prove the following state-
ment: If it is known in advance the numbers of meals required for
each type of diet, then there will be very little variation between the
costs of the various meals. Consider a "special diet", it is probably
a special diet because of the foods which must be eliminated from the
diet. Few hospital diets require rare or unusual foods. Thus, a "special
diet" is probably low in the cost of raw food. But because it is a
special diet, it requires special supervision. This raises the cost of
preparing it. On the other hand, a regular diet, probabl?/- includes a
comparatively expensive food such as meat. But because it is regular,
it is prepared in great bulk and thus, the personnel cost of preparing
it is reduced. The expenses off-set each other.
Each kitchen will maintain a record of the number of meals
served to intermediate and primary cost centers on Form CA-9, "Meal Count".
This form is forwarded to the cost section which will at the end of the
period compute all the costs of the Nutrition Department, divide this
total by the number of meals served to determine an average cost per
meal; and charge each cost section for the meals it received.
In order that the kitchen may know in advance the number of
meals required for each type of diet, in The Dependents' Hospital, each
cost center receiving meals from the kitchen will send daily to the
kitchen an order for the number and type of diet required for the follow-
ing day.
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HOUSEKEEPING
The cost ledgers of the housekeeping account are cleared and
summarized in account, 764 - "Housekeeping".
The total of the account is transferred to all intermediate
and primary cost centers.
A portion of the transfer is made on the basis of Form CA-1
"Distribution of Time" for those employees who worked directly in other
cost centers. The balance of the expense in this account is trans-
ferred on the ratio of the floor space assigned to the cosh center
to total hospital area in which employees of the housekeeping
cost center work.
LAUNDRY
Each of the following cost centers is cleared of its costs
by transferring them into a summary account, 765 - "Laundry".
65 - Laundry
66 - Linen and Sewing Rooms
The total of the account is transferred to all intermediate
and primary cost canters using laundry service.
The basis of apportionment is the number of pounds laundered
for each cost center. It is possible to apportion this cost more
accurately by weighting the different classes of service, such as rough
dry, finish and machine-press, hand-ironing. Unlike food, the differences
in the laundry service are easily recognizable. The greatest element of
cost in the laundry service is that of wages, and there is certainly a
marked difference in the time required to hand-iron an article, than
merely to rough-dry it. However, I do not feel that it is necessary to
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recognize this difference in the types of laundry service, because it
is probable that each of the cost centers use approximately the same
proportions of the various types of laundry service.
UTILITIES
"Utilities" is a cost center for the accumulation of the
costs incident to the purchase of utilities from outside agencies, pro-
ducing utilities rd.th the hospital’s own equipment, and distributing
these utilities within the hospital. Thus, Accounts 551 - 554 for
utilities purchased will be recorded only in the Properties Cost Ledger
of "Utilities". Added to these purchased costs are those of production
and internal distribution.
The cost ledgers of the utilities are cleared and summarized
in account, 767 - "Utilities".
The total of account 767 is analyzed into the costs applicable
to each of the following kinds of utilities. These subsidiary accounts
are used for transferring the costs to the intermediate and primary cost
centers:
710 - Electricity
711 - Gas
712 - Water
713 Steam and Heat
714 Telegraph and Telephone
The basis of apportionment is a "Distribution Schedule" pre-
pared by an experienced engineer. I feel that utilities should be
apportioned among the departments according to their use of the utilitjr.
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Ideally, this use should be measured through meters for each cost
center. As this would be expensive and impractical, the next best
thing is to have an experienced engineer make a survey of the hos-
pital and decide the probable uses of each cost section for each type
of utility. His study would be summarized in the "Distribution
Schedule" which would show for each utility a breakdown by cost cen-
ters of:
A. The fixed number of units of the utility that would nor-
mally be used. For example: the amount of electricit;/-
used by the kitchens for refrigeration would be fixed
by the rated capacity of the motors of the refrigerators.
S. A percentage of the balance of the total number of units
of the utility that were not charged out under the fixed
part of the schedule. (A)
See Appendix 9 for a hypothetical Distribution Schedule.
The cost section will have no responsibility for the prep-
aration of these Distribution Schedules. I propose that they be as
scientifically correct as possible. No utility will be distributed
on any single basis, as for example, heat on the basis of floor space.
The engineer will make an exhaustive study and prepare a scientific
schedule, taking into consideration all possible factors effecting
the equitable distribution of the cost. This schedule mil be revised
approximately once a year.
MAINTENANCE
The cost ledgers of the maintenance account are cleared and
summarized in account, 763 - "Haintenance"
.

$
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The total of this account is transferred to all inter-
mediate and primary cost centers.
A portion of the costs for distribution is determined from
Form CA-10, "Work Order" which shows the amount of direct labor and
materials used in the maintenance of specific cost centers. The
balance of the expense is distributed on the ratio of floor space
assigned to the cost center to the total floor space for the hos-
pital.
ELTLCYES HOUSING
The cost ledgers of the employee housing are cleared and
summarized in account 763 - "Employee Housing".
The total of this account is transferred to all intermediate
and primary cost centers for whose employees housing is provided by
the hospital.
The basis of apportionmait is the number of employees housed
weighted by the number of rooms assigned to these employees for each
cost center. Thus, the ratio would be: the number of employees housed
multiplied by the number of rooms assigned to their housing for the
cost center to the tota,l number of enplo3rees housed in the hospital
multiplied by the number of rooms used for their housing.
During the month, the direct charges of the Nutrition, House-
keeping, Laundry, and llaintenance departments which are to be transferred
are recorded on Form CA-12 "Lonthly Summary of General Service Direct Cost".
At the end of the month. Form CA-11 "Work Sheet - Transfer of
Cost" is used to accumulate the summary of total expense for the cost
center and to determine the amounts to be transferred. The results of
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this work sheet are entered on Form CA-7 "Transfer-Voucher" for entry
into the cost ledgers of the intermediate and primary cost centers.
Transfer of General Service Costs by the Reciprocal Method.
Although, I feel that the direct method of transferring the
general service costs is satisfactory. The Dependents' Hospital will be
prepared to transfer these costs by the reciprocal method in case the
hospital administrator should reouire a theoretically more correct basis
of comparison of the costs of the different cost centers. It can be
said that the direct method is unfair in that it does not show in all
of the general service cost centers the cost of meals and housing pro-
vided to their employees, nor any of the costs of housekeeping, mainten-
ance, and utilities.
It is difficult to arrive at a total, current cost for each
of the general service centers because of the inter-exchange of ser-
vices one with the other. For example: Dietary cannot charge Utili-
ties for the current cost of meals supplied to the employees of Utili-
ties until it knows how much are its costs for utilities of the present
month. At the same time. Utilities cannot charge Dietary for the
current cost of electric ity until it knows the charge for the meals
eaten by the Utilities employees.
This situation is overcome by the following procedure:
1. Make a preliminary transfer of costs to the general service
cost centers on one of the following bases:
A. The cost per unit of services for the previous month.
This base is used for the following:
760 - Nutrition
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765 - Laundry
767 - Utilities
769 - Employee Housing
66
B. Cost Formula
An approximate cost of operating the cost center for
the month is obtained by determining the following
total.
:
Personal Services for the Current Month
Stores for the Current Month
Expense-General for the Current Month
Expense-Indirect for the Current Month
Expense-transferred for the Prior Month
TOTAL
This total is used for the transfer of costs to the
general service cost centers in the same manner as
described previously under the direct transfer method.
750 - Administration
756 - Storehouse
764 - Housekeeping
766 - Maintenance
2. Receive from the other General Service Cost Centers the
costs of the services they rendered.
3. Determine the correct total expense for the current month
by adding the following expenses:
Personal Services for the Current Month
to
Stores for the Current Month
*
Expense - General for ’tne Current Month
Expense - Indirect for the Current Month
Expense - Transferred for the Current Month
TOTAL
4. From the total determined in Step 3j deduct the total of
the preliminary transfer made in Step 1, and transfer
the balance of the costs to the intermediate and primary
cost centers by the same procedures described for the
Direct Method of Transfer.
Because of the special problems involved in the Reciprocal
Method the work sheet for the transfer is sLightly revised. See
Form CA-13, "Work Sheet - Reciprocal Transfer of General Service Cost."
It must be recognized that even the Reciprocal Method is
only an approximation of current cost. It is subject to the following
objections:
The procedure is involved.
The costs of general service cost centers charged to other
general service cost centers are not exactly the same as charged to
the intermediate and primary centers.
When comparing the operating efficiency of the various
cost centers, it must be remembered that identical costs were not used.
The intermediate and primary centers were charged with current cost
for the services rendered by the general service centers. Whereas,
the general service centers were charged with the costs of the previous
month as in the case of meals, and with a mixture of current and prior
expense as in the case of housekeeping. However, in spite of these
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objections, the reciprocal does more nearly represent the true cost
of operating the general service centers than does the direct method
of transfer.
Transfer of Costs from the Intermediate Cost Centers
Professional Care - General Departmaits.
After the general service centers have been cleared of all
costs as described in the previous section, the total costs of the
period are resting in the intermediate and the primary cost centers.
It is now necessary to transfer the total costs of all the intermediate
cost centers to the primary cost canters.
This procedure is comparatively simple because practically
all of the services of the intermediate centers are performed for the
primary centers.
The basis of the transfer is the unit of servi.ce rendered, if
obtainable. The statistics concerning the units of service rendered
are maintained within each cost center. The method of transfer is as
follows
:
1. The costs ledgers of the intermediate cost centers are
summarized and cleared into Form CA-11, "Work Sheet -
Transfer of Cost".
2. The distribution of cost has two phases:
a. The direct distribution on the basis of units
of service rendered.
b. The apportionment of any residual costs after
the direct distribution. The indirect distri-
bution is based on a ratio
. o
.
.
.
3. The results of Form CA-11 are posted to Form CA-7,
"Transfer Voucher" which is the basis for entry into
the cost ledgers of the primary cost centers.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
The cost ledgers for this account are cleared and summarized
in the account, 729 - "Photographic".
The total costs for this account are transferred to the inter-
mediate and primary cost centers.
A portion of the costs to be transferred is determined from
Form CA-10, "Work Order" which shows the amount of time and materials
used in assignments for the various departments. The balance of the
expense is transferred on the ratio of work orders for the cost cen-
ter to total work orders,
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SERVICE
The cost ledgers of the medical and surgical accounts are
cleared and summarized in the accounts:
720 Medical Service
721 Surgical Service
The decision as to whether the costs of these centers should
be charged only to the primary centers, or if they should also be charged
to intermediate cost ceiters, depends on the organization of the hospital
and the use it makes of its internes and residents. For example, if the
internes serve a rotating service, spending several months in the operat-
ing room, then several months riding the ambulance, and in general being
rotated among the departments of the hospital; but spending a definite
tine and assignment in the department, then the expenses of these two

services should also be transferred to the intermediate cost center
in which the interne is serving. On the other hand, if the interne
spends his time in no particular department of the hospital; but is
%
working generally with the patients, then his expense is charged only
to the primary cost centers. It is assumed in the Dependents' Hos-
pital that the internes spend their time working with the surgical
patients or else with the medical patients. Thus, there vri.ll be no
transfer of costs to the intermediate centers.
The total costs of these accounts are transferred to the pri-
mary cost centers.
The basis of the transfer is Form CA-1 "Distribution of Time".
The apportionment of residual cost is the ratio of hours worked in
each of the primary caiters to the total number of hours worked by
the medical and surgical staff.
The basis is reasonable v.rhen one considers that the greatest
part of the total expense is comprised of Personal Services. In fact
there are few other costs in this department. Stores, which include
medical and surgical supplies, are not issued from the storehouse to
the Medical Service; but rather they are issued to the cost center in
which thqy will be used. For example, bandages, and syringes are
charged to the ward, or perhaps the operating room where they will be
used. Likewise, the expense of repairs to medical and surgical equip-
ment are charged to the center where the equipment is used. Also, the
indirect expense of depreciation, and the transferred expense of utili-
ties are negligible because there is in all probably no room assigned as
the medical and surgical service. Except for the total charges for
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personal services, there appears to be few other expenses except minor
items such as uniforms, stationery and printed forms used to administer
the service, and an occasional replacement of a stethoscope*
NURSING CARE - SCHOOL OF NURSING
The cost ledgers of the nursing cost centers are cleared
and summarized in the accounts:
722 "Nursing Service"
723 "School of Nursing"
The total costs of these accounts are transferred to other
intermediate cost centers and to the primary cost centers in which the
nurses and students serve.
The basis of the transfer is Form CA-1, "Distribution of Time".
The apportionmait of residual cost is the ratio of hours worked in
each center to total hours worked by the nurses. The reason for
the selection of this base are identical to those explained for med-
ical and surgical service. The time spent by the student nurses in
the classroom is chargeable to the primary center: 12 "Medical Educa-
tion 1.'
PHARMACY
The cost ledgers for the Pharmac3^ are cleared and summarized
in the account: 724 - "Pharmacy".
The pharmacy procedure is as follows: The pharmacy is a
sub-storehouse for the receipt and storage of drugs and allied items.
The stock record cards for these drugs are maintained in the main
storehouse. Bin tags, or a similar device are used within the pharmacy
to record the issue of drugs. At the end of each wedd, the pharmacy

mil send to the storehouse, a requisition listing the drugs issued
during the week. Drugs are issued by the pharmacy on the basis of
prescriptions, which are priced on the basis of a predetermined rate
for the differait drugs.
It is required that the prescriptions be filed in the phar-
macy. Therefore, from each prescription, a '‘charge slip" form CA-1Y
is prepared and sent to the General Accounting Section. (This pro-
cedure is explained in detail in "The Transfer of Costs of Professional
Care, Special Departments"
.
)
At the end of the month, the total cost of the prescriptions
is determined, and subtracted from the total costs of the Pharmacy.
The residual costs, if any, are transferred on the ratio of the value
of the prescriptions of the cost caiter to the total value of the
prescriptions compounded by the Pharmacy.
CENTRAL STERILE SUPPLY.
The cost ledgers for the Sterile Supply are cleared and
summarized in the account, 725 - "Central Sterile Supply."
The coitral sterile supply is a sub-storehouse for all med-
ical and surgical supplies that must be autoclaved. The procedure for
this department is as described for the Pharmacy, except that the
basis of issue is a requisition rather than the prescription.
MEDICAL RECORDS AND LIBRARY
The cost ledgers for the Medical Records and Library are
cleared and summarized in the account, 726 - "Medical Records and Li-
brary".
The total costs of this account are transferred to the pri-
mary cost centers.

The basis of apportionment is the ratio of admissions
for each class of patient to the total admissions for the month.
SOCIAL SERVICE
FOLLOW-UP
The cost ledgers for these accounts are cleared and summarized
in the accounts, 727 - “Social Service'*
720 - ''Follow-Up*'
The total costs for these accounts are transferred to the
primary cost centers.
The basis of transfer is the number of cases undertaken
during the month. The basis of the apportionment is the ratio of the
number of cases undertakai for each type of patient to the total
number of cases undertaken,
RELIGIOUS SERVICES:
The cost ledgers for this account are cleared and summarized
in the account, 730 - ''Religious Services".
The total costs for this account are transferred to the pri-
mary cost centers.
The basis of the transfer is the ratio of admissions for
each class of patient to the total admissions for the month.
Professional Care - Special Departments
The services rendered by the special professional care de-
partments comprise a large part of the expense of caring for the patient.
It is important that these charges be made on the individual patient's
bill and are also accumulated in the cost ledgers of the various pri-
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raaiy cost centers. If an equitable distribution of expense is to be
made, a unit of service must be determined for each of the special
care departments and a unit price determined.
The procedures used in the special care departments is in
general as follows: Form CA-14, "Charge Slip" is printed for each
special care department. This form is designed for the use of both
the general and cost accounting sections. The charge slips are pre-
numbered at the time of printing to assure the accounting for all
charged. The form is standard for all departments, each department
using only the portions that are applicable to it. The following items
on the form need explanation:
"Service Rendered" Describe the service. For example, the
Operating Room would dhow: "Amputation
of Left Leg".
"Type" In each department providing services
of substantially different cost, a
schedule has been prepared typing the
various services in accordance with the
normal time, personnel, materials, and
equipment required.
"Flat Rate" In each department providing services of
substantially different costs, a schedule
has bean prepared showing the cost of the
different types of service rendered. This
flat rate is a standard, cost estimated from
previous experiences

"Additional Charge" If any exceptional circumstances
occurred which should be billed
to the patient, they are entered
here.
"Reverse Side" Additional information needed for
cost or time studies may be shown
here.
These charge slips flow from the Special Professional Care
Department to the General Accounting Section where entry is made in *
the accounts and posted to the patients bill. The charge slips then
come to the cost section where entry is made daily in Form CA-15,
"Daily Recapitulation of Special Professional Care Department". This
form lists the charge slips in numerical order, thus assuring that all
costs have been received. It is also a means of maintaining the
statistics of the total number of units of service rendered, the total
cost of the units as recorded on the charge slips; and it serves as
a work sheet for distributing these costs among the various primary
cost centers.
A summary entry for the days activity is made for each cost
center from Form CA-15 into Form CA-16, "Monthly Statistical Summary".
It is this Monthly Statistical Summary which becomes the basis for
the complete transfer of the total costs of the Special Professional
Care Departments into the Primary Cost Centers.
OPERATING ROOM
Unit of Service: Operation Service Unit

A schedule is prepared by the professional staff for each
general type of operation. (See appendix 10
)
A flat rate charge in
dollars and also Operations Service Units are determined for each type
of operation as follows:
TYPE FLAT RATE OPERATION SERVICE
UNITS
A $10.00 1
B 20.00 2
C 30.00 3
D 40.00
_h
The Charge Slip is prqpared by the operating room supervisor.
It shows the type operation, the flat charge, the operation service
units and the man-minutes consumed by the operation, (in the computa-
tion of man-minutes, only employees paid by the hospital and assist-
ing with the operation are counted.) The information contained in
the Charge Slips is accumulated in the Monthly Statistical Summary by
the Cost Section. At the end of the month, an index of operating
efficiency is obtained for the operating room by dividing the total ex-
penses for the month by the total operation service units performed.
The cost ledgers for the operating room are cleared and summar-
ized in the account, 732 - "Operating Room".
The total costs for this account are transferred to the pri-
mary cost centers.
The basis of the transfer includes a preliminary transfer
for all of the flat charges as originally shown on the charge slips.
The residual cost of this center is transferred on the basis of the
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ratio of man-minutes consumed for operations of the cost center
to total man-minutes consumed for all operations.
DELIVERY ROOM
Unit of Service: A delivery
A flat rate is determined by the professional staff for the
delivery. The cost section is not concerned with the flat charge for
the delivery; but only with the number of deliveries. The charge slip
is prepared by the delivery room supervisor. The information con-
tained thereon is accumulated in the Monthly Statistical Summary by
the Cost Section. At the end of the month, an index of op'erating
efficiencjr is obtained for the delivery room by dividing the total
costs for the month by the total deliveries.
The cost ledgers for the deliver'7- room are cleared and
summarized in the account, 734 - "Deliver:,7- Room".
The total costs for this account are transferred to the pri-
mary cost centers.
The basis of transfer is the number of deliveries.
ANESTHESIA
Unit of Service: Anesthesia Service Unit
The procedure for anesthesia follows closely that for the
operating room. The rates are as follows:
TYPE FLAT RATE ANESTHESIA SERVICE
UNITS
A $ 5.00 1
B 15.00 2
C 25.00 3
D 35.00 4
. „r
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The cost ledgers for the anesthesia department are cleared
and summarized in the account, 73k - "Anesthesia"
.
The total costs for this account are transferred to the pri-
mary cost c alters.
The basis of transfer involves a preliminary transfer for all
of the flat charges as originally shown on the charge slips. The
residual cost of this center is transferred on the basis of the ratio
of man-minutes consumed for operations of the cost center to total
man-minutes consumed by all operations.
OXYGEN THERAPY
X-RAY THERAPY
Unit of service: Minutes of Treatment
The Charge Slip shows the total minutes of treatment given
each patient. The patient is billed on a standard rate per minute.
The primary cost centers are charged on the basis of current cost.
The cost ledgers for oxygen therapy and X-ray therapy are
cleared and summarized in the accounts, 735 -"Oxygen Therapy"
737 - '(X-Ray Therapy".
The total costs for these accounts are transferred to the
primary cost centers.
The basis of apportionmai t is the ratio of minutes of treat-
ment for patients of the cost center to the total minutes of treat-
ment rendered by the therapy department.
X-RAY
Unit of Service: X-Ray Service Unit
A schedule is prepared by the radiologist giving weights to
the relative cost of the different examinations. A flat rate charge in

dollars and also X-Ray Service Units are as follows:
TYPE OF EXAMINATION jFLAT RATE X-RAY SERVICE
UNITS
Flouroscopic examination $15.00 10
Complex X-Ray examination 15.00 10
Simple X-Ray examination 10.00 5
Dental X-Ray film 1.00 1
The Charge Slip is prepared and routed in the standard manner
for all special professional services as described for the Operating
Room.
The cost ledgers for the X-Ray Department are cleared and
summarized in the account, 736 - "X-Ray”
.
The total costs for this account are transferred to the pri-
mary cost centers.
The basis of transfer involves a preliminary transfer for all
of the flat charges as originally shown on the charge slips. The
residual cost of this center is transferred on the basis of the ratio
of man-minutes consumed in X-Ray examinations for the patients of the
cost center to total man-minutes consumed in X-Ray examinations
by the X-Ray Department.
LABORATORIES
Unit of Service: Laboratory Service Unit
A schedule is prepared by the pathologist giving weights to
the relative costs of the different kinds of tests. A flat rate charge
in dollars and also Laboratory Service Units are as follows:
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TYPE OF TEST FLAT RATE LABORATORY SERVICE
UNITS
Routine admittance tests $ 5.00 5
Complex tests 10.00 10
Simple tests 1.00 1
The charge slips are prepared in the routine manner.
The cost ledgers for the Laboratory are cleared and summarized
in the account, 738 - "Laboratories".
The total costs for this account are transferred to the
primary cost centers.
The basis of transfer is the ratio of Laboratory Service Units
rendered to the cost center to the total Laboratory Service Units
rendered by the laboratory.
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Unit of Service: Physical Therapy Service Unit.
A schedule is prepared by the physical therapist giving weight
to the relative length of time of the treatment, equipment needed, and
personnel required to administer the treatmart. A flat rate charge in
dollars and also the Physical Therapy Service Units are as follows:
TYPE OF TREATMENT FLAT RATE PHYSICAL THERAPY
SERVICE
Heat treatment $1.00 1
mechanical treatment 3.00 3
Water treatment A.00 A
Massage 5.00 5
(Note: The schedules which have been illustrated for the X-Ray Labora-
tory, and Physical Therapy Departments can be expanded until they include
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a vide list of rendered services as in the schedule shown for the
Operating Room.)
The cost ledgers for the Physical Therapy Department are cleared
and summarized in the account, 739 - "Physical Therapy".
The total costs for this account are transferred to the pri-
mary cost centers.
The basis of transfer is the ratio of Physical Therapy Service
Units rendered to the cost center to the total Physical Therapy
Service Units rendered by th e department,
CYSTOSCOPIC
METABOLISM
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
Unit of Service: The examination
The cost ledgers for these departments are cleared and
summarized in the following accounts, 740 - "Cystoscopic"
741 - "Metabolism"
742 - "Electrocardiograph"
The total costs for these accounts are transferred to the pri-
mary cost centers.
The basis of the transfer is the ratio of the number of examina-
tions made for the cost center to the total number of examinations
performed by the department.
BLOOD BANK
Unit of Service: The transfusion
A transfusion is considered to be one pint of blood. Thus, a
patient receiving three pints of blood would be charged for three trans-
fusions

The cost, ledgers for the blood bank are cleared and summarized
in the account, 743 - ’’Blood Bank".
The total costs for this account are transferred to the pri-
mary cost centers.
The basis of transfer is the ratio of transfusions received by
the cost center to the total transfusions given during the period.
AL3ULANCE
Unit of Service: The trip
No effort is made to charge the patient or cost center for the
number of miles traveled inasmuch as the majority of the trips are made
within the city supporting the hospital and the difference travelled
on the different trips would be negligible.
The cost ledgers for the Ambulance are cleared and summarized
in the account, 744 - "Ambulance Service".
The total costs for this account are transferred to the pri-
mary cost centers.
The basis of the transfer is the ratio of the number of trips
made for the cost center to the total trips made by the ambulance
service.
Treatment of Transferred Costs in the Primary Cost Centers
The process of clearing the Intermediate Cost Centers of all
of their costs has automatically transferred the total cost of operating
the hospital into the primary cost centers — the final resting place of
all costs. The only remaining step is to relate these costs with their
associated statistics of the amount of service rendered.
..
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In the case of the primary cost centers, the maintaining of the
service statistics is not a function of the cost accounting department;
but rather that of the admitting section of general administration.
However, the cost section must understand the units with which it is
dealing; and the following definitions vail aid in this understanding:
IN-PATIENT
PRIVATE PATIENT
SERI-PRIVATE
NURSERY
GENERAL WARD
"is a person housed in the hospital who occupies a
regular hospital bed or bassinet while receiving
3hospital care".'
is a person who occupies "one bedroom designated
for patients employing their own physician" .'4
is a person occupying accomodations in a "riulti-
bedroom varying from two or three beds to four
or even eight beds, designated for patients employ-
5ing their own physician",
is a new-born baby.
is a person occupying a bed in "multiple accomoda-
tions for patients paying the lovrest rate, usually
less than cost. Patients in general wards are, as
a rule, cared for by the staff physicians without
charge" .°
^Hospital Accounting and Stati sties, American Hospital Associa-
tion, Chicago: 193 5 ^ Page 5S
4Roswell, Charles G., Accounting, Stati sties and Busines s Offic e
Procedures for Hospitals, United Hospital Fund of New York, New York:" 1*9*4^
Page 204
^Ibid
^Ibid
,
Page 205

OUT-PATIENT is "an individual registered for and receiving
service in the institution and who does not
occupy a regular hospital bed or bassinet, as
defined "
J
PRIVATE AMBULATORY is "a person referred to the institution for one
of the special diagnostic, or consultation or
treatment services, such as X-ray, physiotherapy
or a basal-metabolism test".^
EMERGENCY is a person who needs immediate medical treatment.
A standard unit for measuring the number of patients treated
is in common use by hospitals. The unit of service is the "pati ent-day"
.
This term has been defined by The American Hospital Association as follows
A "patient-da}?-" is that period of service rendered a
patient between the census taking hours on two successive
days, the day of discharge being counted only when the patient
was admitted the same day.
The number of "patient-davs" for any one day is calcu-
lated as follows: To the midnight census at beginning of day,
add one "patient-day" for each admission and deduct one
"patient-da}/-" for each discharge during the day; to this
total, add one "patient-day" for each patient who has been
both admitted and discharged during the day. 9
The unit of service for out-patients is the "Visit" which has
been defined by The American Hospital Association as follows: "A clinic
visit is the occasion of treatment or any personal professional service
7Hosnital Accounting and. Stati sties, The American Hospital
Association, Chicago: 1935, Page 58
8Ibid
9Ibid
,
Page 59
—
to an out-patient in any division of the clinic for treatment or any
professional service”
For the auxiliary service group of the primar"r cost colters,
it is difficult to determine any unit of service to which the costs can
be related. The research department might make no apparent contribution
to medical science for many years and then develop a miracle drug. The
matching of costs and revenues in this case involves accounting theory,
not the keeping of costs. Again, it is hard to make any short term
evaluation of the service rendered by the department of medical educa-
tion; although over a period of years, it is possible to determine the
average cost of educating a student nurse. For those auxiliary services
catering to the public at large, such as the apothecary, public restaurant
and barber shop, the hospital administrator is not so much concerned
with knowing the unit of cost of cutting a head of hair, as he is in
knowing if the department -was operated at a profit.
•
^Hospital Accounting and Statistics,
Association, Chicago: 1935
,
Page 59
The American Hospital

CHAPTER VII
RECONCILLIATION OF THE COST SYSTEM TO THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
General Discussion
If the recording and transferring of costs in the cost ledger
have been made correctly, the reconcilliation of the cost system to the
general accounting system is quickly proved.
The total of all the costs of the primary cost centers must
equal the total of the following general ledger control accounts:
Personal Services
Stores
Expense - General
Expense - Indirect
'-
CHAPTER VIII
PROCEDURE FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE FINAL COST REPORTS
General Discussion
The costs have been accumulated in a sufficient number of
classifications to meet the requirements of any method of reporting
these costs. The hospital administrator may decide how he wants the
costs to be arranged into different reports.
The following routine reports will be prepared each month
for The Dependents' Hospital,
Form CA-17 Statement of Hospital Operating Expense
Form CA-18 Summary Statement of Departmental Operations
Form CA-19 Detailed Statement of Departmental Operations.
Forms CA-l? and 13 are useful for public reporting; and also
for making comparisons between departments and with former periods.
These reports show the summary of the total costs, the total services
rendered, and the unit cost of service.
Form CA-19 is useful as a tool of management to provide
analyses of the reasons for any variances in costs. This report shows
the detailed information about all the different kinds of costs which
compose the total cost of the center for the period.

CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION
General Discussion
No claim should be made that cost accounting is an essential
element in the furnishing of hospitalization to the public. However,
it should be emphasized that the use of cost accounting can be a
substantial factor in promoting the public good. Through cost account-
ing, we ma?/- obtain a standard with which to measure the relative operat-
ing efficiency of different hospitals, we can find a means of determining
if the price paid by the patia.it for his hospitalization bears any re-
lation to the actual costs of rendering such services, and we can de-
cide if the annual request made for contributions to the hospital fund is
justifiable.
Hospitalization is endowed with the public interest. There-
fore, the public has the right to know if it is being furnished this
service at a reasonable cost. Cost accounting provides the information
on which the public may pass judgment.
The cost system as devised for The Dependents' Hospital is in
accord with accepted accounting principles and conventions for hospitals
in so far as they can be discerned. It is a system that can be easi^
incorporated into existing systems of general hospital accounting. The
system is flexible. New accounts and new procedures can be added to
meet new conditions and new reporting requirements. It is efficient and
economical. Without going into minute analyses of costs, it does provide
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the essential data needed for the analysis and translation of operat-
ing expenses in terms of services rendered.
It is believed that most hospitals would benefit from the
installation of a cost system; and it is hoped that this thesis will
point the way to the installation of a cost system that is not so com-
plex as to require a great deal of extra time and personnel to operate;
but which wall provide all the information needed by the hospital
administrator in controlling and interpreting his costs.
I
.>
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CA - 1
INSTRUCTIONS
TO COST CENTER:
1 . This report is used only by cost
ly work in ether cost centers.
centers whose employees routine-
2. Centers using this form, will report all of its employees.
3. This report will be forwarded to the payroll department with
time and record report for the period of the payroll. If within
the cost center employees are paid on different par-rolls, this
report wall be prepared separately for each payroll.
4* Preparation.
(a) A -block of five lines is assigned to each employee,
(b) Enter at the top of each column the day*,
(c) All of the following entries wall be made in the "day" column
to the left of the red line.
(d) Line 1 - Show number of hours worked within this cost center.
Prefix the hours worked by the letter "X". Thus, "X-3” would
represent these hours within the cost center employing.
Line 2, 3j and 4 - Show number of hours worked in other cost
centers. Prefix th.p hours worked by the code number of the
center. Thus, "351-4” would represent four hours in the O.R.
Line 5 - Show total hours worked per da3r ,
TC COST ACCOUITTIIIG SECTION:
1. From payroll records, received with this report, determine total
hours worked, gross pay, and average pay per hour.
2. Enter gross pay on line 5 - Column 6 for each employee
.
Enter average hourly wage in the box provided in Column 6.
3. To the right cf the red line for each day, enter the amount to be
charged to each department by multiplying the number of hours
shown to left of line by the average hourly wage.
4. ' Check for accuracy of distribution: Totals line 5 of Columns 1-
7 inclusive, should equal line 5, Column 8.
5. Transfer charges to Recap sheet of Personal Service Charges to
each cost center.
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CA-2 JOURNAL VOUCHER NUMBER
,
1 9^9
CHARGE CREDIT
(delete one)
COST CENTER NAME NUMBER PARTICULARS AMOUNT
See Journal Entry
Date
Journal Page
Prepared by
Approved by
Posted by
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THE DEPENDENTS HOSFITAL
CA-3 VOUCHER STATEMENT
18-49
TOj » r'-AiHM j
VOUCHER NO
Date of
Invoice
Items Amount
-W|r\-v
\
1
I
1
* DISTRIBUTION
,
Account
Code Title Amount
1
—
1
1
1
1
I
!
«
1
1^
.
. I'H
1
•
H
l &
Total
Posted by
Date Paid
Check No.
Prepared by
Distributed by
"I certify that the above
amount is correct and tout
the amount is vouched for
by invoices regularly appro-
ved by the authorised persons.'
*t • ir~n~ri'ia>> i
controller
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CA-* STOCK RECORD CARD
DESCRIPTION UNIT
CATALOGUE #- LOCATION
RECEIVED
DATE VOU yUANlITY UNIT AMOUNT
if COST
T
DA'IE
1
1
!
H
if
ft
i i
VOU
t
ISSUED
QUANTITY
BALANCE
UNIT AMOUNT | QUANTITY UNIT AMOUNT
COST
_
COST
li
* vw* , - **.!*-*
.
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THE DEPENDENTS HOSPITAL
CA-5 STORES REQUISITION
REQUESTED BY
Xbost center name) (number)
- J.949
QUANTITY CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION
DESIRED NUMBER
Requested by
Approved by
Xdepartment head)
Approved by
tor' c F supply
)
DO NOI rtRITE IN THESE COLUMNS
Unit Amount Posted to
Price Stock Record
Received by
Cost recorded by
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Consult catalogue for number and description of item.
2. All the supplies of the same class will be listed in one group.
3. Leave two blank spaces between each class of supplies requested.

JHE DEPENDENTS H0SI1TAL
CA-6 STORE HOUSm ISSUES
,19*9
TO: Cost Center
(name)
•
- #-a -«•> « .-i ^
( number)
Your account has been charged with the following issues for
the month of 0
.10 Anesthesia
.11 Automobile
.12 Appliances
.13 Chemicals
.14 Classroom
.16 Drugs
.16 Dining Room
.17 Food
.18 Fuel
.19 Housekeeping
.20 Ice
.21 Kitchen Supplies
.22 Laundry
.23 Linen <fc Bedding
.24 Medical
.26 Office
. 26 Oxygen
.27 Iharmseutical
.28 Ihctographic
.29 Erinted Forms
.30 Recreational
.31 Surgical
.32 Stationery
.33 Textbooks
.34 Uniforms
.36 X Ray
.36
.37 Miscellaneous
SUPPLIES - 511 EQUIPMENT - 512
i
u
TOTAL [_
GRAND TOTAL
—
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CA-7
THE DEPENDENTS HOSPITAL
TRANSFER VODCHER #
1949
TRANSFER THE COSTS OF COST CENTER
TO THE FOLLOWING:
COST CENTER NAME NUMBER
(name)
L
TOTAL COSTS TRANSFERRED
Prepared by
Approved by
Posted by
EXPLANATION
(number)
AMOUNT .
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CA-8 STATISTICAL REF CRT
social service
COST CENTER
(name) (number)
FOR THE PERIOD
FRCV 1949
TO 1949
CASE NO. NAVE DATE DATE CHARGE TO THE
OPENED CLOSED FOLLOWING COST CELTRttS
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CA-9
Weals served by
THE DEPENDENTS HOSPITAL
VEAL COUNT
cost center (name) (n uffber
)
J.949
CHAftGJt THE FOLLOWING COST CENTERS FOR WEALS ScRVaD AT
(specify dinner, supper, etc)
COST CENTER
N aoie
fj-
Mj&ALS
SERVED
Prepared by Checked by
Posted by.

THE DEPENDENTS HOSPITAL
CA-10 AORK ORDER
MAINTENANCE DEPT
CHARGE
,
.
.
cost center(name ) (number)
SERVICE RENDERED
DESCRIBE IN DETAIL
LABOR
Aork finished
Aork begun
Total hours at per hour
MATERIALS
Units Material Unit Amount
Cost
Total Materials
TOTAL COST
Aork done by
Aork approved by
Cost Ledger Entry by

THE DEPENDENTS HOSPITAL
CA-11 ftOFK SHEET - TRANSFER OF COSTS
(Direct Method)
TRANSFER FROM COST CENTER .
.
,(name) (number)
FOR THE MONTH „ . 13*9
I A. SUMMARY OF COSTS
Cost Center
Personal Services Ledger
Properties Ledger
Miscellaneous Expense Ledger
Transferred Costs (in)
Cost Center f (List others, if applicable)
B. TOTAL COSTS TO EE TRANSFERRED
II A. TRANSFER OF COSTS ON EASIS OF DIRECT CHARGE
Charge to COST CENTER AMOUNT
B. TOTAL DIRECT TRANSFERRED COSTS
C. TRANSFER ON EASIS OF APPORTIONMENT
Charge to COST CENTER AMOUNT
D. TOTAL APPORTIONED TRANSFERRED COSTS
III. RECAPITULATION
Total Costs (I. B.)
Total Direct Transfers (11 B.)
Total Apportioned Transfers (II D.
)
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THE DEPENDENTS HOSPITAL
CA-13 AORK SHEET - TRANSFER OF COSTS
(Reciprocal Method)
TRANSFER FROM COsT CENTER
(name) (number)
FOR THE MONTH 1949
I A. SUMMARY OF FORMULA CObTS (li8t costs used in preliminary distribution)
TOTAL '
B. PRELIMINARY DISTRIBUTION TO COST CENTER AMOUNT
C. TOTAL PRELIMINARY DISTRIBUTION (equal to total I A.)
II A. SUMMARY OF ACTUAL, CURRENT COSTS
Personal Services Ledger
Properties Ledger
- Miscellaneous Expense Ledger
Transferred Costs (in)
TOTAL COSTS OF CURRENT MONTH
B. Less Total Preliminary Distribution ( I C.)
C. Total remaining for distribution
III A. FINAL DISTRIBUTION TO COST CeNTER AMOUNT
TOTAL FINAL DISTRIBUTION (equal to II C.)
'
THE DEPENDENTS HOSPITAL
CA-l*
CHARGE
SERVICE RENDERED
TYFE
Flat Rate
F repared by
Approved by
CHARGE SLIF NO. 12341
OPERATING ROOM 19^9
name room olaes
| Additional Charge 4 TOTAL 4-
Billed By Cost Recorded
Fosted by Statistical
over
4
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Explanation of the additional charge:
Service
Begun
Service
F'ini shed
fclapsed
Time in
Minutes
Number of
Hospital
Employees
Assisting*
.. ...J I
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CA-17 STATEMENT CF CPEHATING EXPENSES
For the month of 19^9
Bed Special Total Total Unit
Eoard Professional Expense Units Cost
Routine Care Service s
IN-PATIENTS Patient Day !
private
Semi-private
•
Private ward
General ward
;
-
Nursery
\
TOTAL
i
OUT-PATIENTS
]
Visits
Out patient clinic
1
i
emergency
Private ambulatory
TOTAL
. J
AUXILIARY SERVICES
Research
Medical education
Apothecary
Futlic restaurant
• i
Earber Shop
.
TOTAL
)
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE

CA-18
THE DEPENDENTS HOSFITAL
*
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
For the month of 1949
IN-PATIENTS
Frivate
Semi-private
Private Aard
General Aard
Nursery
TOTAL
OUT-PATIENTS
Out-patient clinic
emergency
Frivate ambulatory
TOTAL
AUXILIARY SERVICES
Re search
Medical education
Apothecary
Public Restaurant
Earber Shop
TOTAL
OTHER (list)
TOTAL
Total
Income
Total
Expense
Unit
Income
Unit
expense
1
GRAND TOTAL

THE DEPENDENTS HOSPITAL
CA-19 OFeRATING REPORT OF 19a9
For Cost Centex:
109
PERSONAL SERVICES
Salaries - Supervision
Salaries - Direct
Services to employees
Meals
• Laundry
Housing
-.blue Cross-Pension
Other
Pees
TOTAL
PROPERTY
Supplies (list attached}
aquipirent Minor (list ")
Depreciation - Equipment
Depreciation - Plant
Maintenance (list attached)
Utilities
Electricity
Gas
rtater A Ice
Heat A Steam
lelephone A Telegraph
TOTAL
EXPENSE - DIkECT (list)
TOTAL
EXPENSE - TRANSFERRED (list)
L
TOTAL
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES FOR THE MONTH
*
THE Dm EN DENTS HOSPITAL
CA-20 SOWARY OPERATING REPORT OF
For cost center
COSTS
SALARIES
STORES
DIRECT EXPENSE
INDIRECT EXPENSE
TRANSFERRED EXPENSE
TOTAL
SERVICES
Total service units rendered this month
Cost per service unit rendered
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APPENDIX 1
Letter from Federal Security Agency
U.S. Public Health Service
Washington 25, D. C.
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FEDERAL SECURITY AGSilCY
U. S. Public Health Service
Washington 25,0.0.
January 18,1949
Mr. John Gnau
627 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts
D ear Mr . Gnau
:
Your letter of December 18, 1943, requesting information
concerning the accounting for costs of operations in hospitals, has been
referred to this office for reply.
You are advised that the present cost accounting system is not
considered to be entirely adequate as a management tool, inasmuch as
it had not been revised from time to time to meet the current needs
for hospital operations of today. In view of this, considerable time
and effort is currently being spent in developing a complete revision
of the present sjrstem. The revised system will provide for the measure-
ment of costs of operations in all departments and adjunct services
of the hospitals. It will also provide for depreciation costs on
equipment as a part of the current operating costs. With regard to
providing for plant depreciation costs, there is a question as to
whether the need for this type of information justifies the maintain-
ing of records of such costs inasmuch as private or voluntary hospital
operations are not involved.
It is also pointed out that the revised cost accounting system
will provide for a program of cost analysis which will lend to complete
utilization of all available cost data.
We are sorry that we have no cost accounting procedures which
we feel would be of any assistance to you at this time. However, we
shall be glad to furnish you copies of the revised procedure as soon
as they are available, if you so desire.
Sincerely yours.
Signed: R. W. Bunch
Executive Officer, Division
of Hospital
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APPENDIX 2
Letter from Federal Securitjr Agency
Social Security Administration
U . S . Children ’ s Bureau
Washington 25, D.C
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FEDERAL SECURITY
-
AGENCY
Social Security Administration
Washington 25, D. C.
U. S. CHILDRENS BUREAU
January 7, 1949
Llr. John Gnau
627 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Gnau:
Your letter of December 18 was received while I have been in the field
which accounts for this delayed reply.
You would undoubtedly find it helpful to refer to the report made by
Dr. Nathan Sinai, Director of the School of Public Health, University
of Michigan, to secure a background on the administrative directives
of the E.M.I.C. program. The policy of purchasing hospital care at
reimbursable cost was developed by the Children's Bureau, with the ad-
vice of outstanding hospital administrators in 1942, in relation to
securing hospital care under crippled children's services administered
by the States through the grant-in-aid programs.
The method of computing reimbursable cost was revised on several occasions
in close collaboration between representative hospital administrators,
the American Hospital Association, and the several Federal agencies con-
cerned with purchasing hospital care in voluntary hospitals. The formula
as revised January, 1947 is still effective. The Bureau does not have
copies of the various revisions that occured since the inauguration of
the policy in 1942 which it can send you . These would be available for
your perusal in our office. However, we are enclosing copies of the
form now in use, as well as a few earlier ones.
Footnote 22, regarding an allowance for depreciation for hospitals that
has not established, the regular practice of taking annual depreciation
as now worded, is misleading and has led to misinterpretation on the
part of hospitals. The Federal agencies have always maintained that
only such amounts as are identifiable expenses in a hospital's books may
be used in calculating reimbursable cost. The footnote will be clarified
in any future reprinting of Joint Hospital Form 1. You may therefore.
r,
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Mr. John Gnau - 1/7/49 - 2 -
find helpful the following paragraphs taken from a communication which
the Children’s Bureau sent to the American Hospital Association in
connection with accounting procedures relating to depreciation:
"When the Federal agencies acceded to an amount not to exceed six per
cent of operating expenses for the purpose of depreciation for those
hospitals which did not have adequate records of cost of buildings and
equipment, it was not their intent to grant an additional allowance to
hospitals, - but instead, to recognize a reasonable amount if a hos-
pital made provision for depreciation. The footnotes in Joint Hospital
Form 1, covering this item, we realize, is misleading and will need to
be changed when the Form is reprinted. However, this interpretation
has been given to the agencies dealing directly with hospitals.
The manual "Hospital Accounting and Statistics", page 44, gives
recognition to the fact that hospital trustees may or may not "intend
to replace capital investment by establishing a fund through setting
aside a portion of monthly or annual income". This would indicate
that some hospitals by their policies do not consider depreciation as
an expense. It was not the intent of the Federal agencies to recognize
an amount for depreciation as an expense when it was not the policy of
a hospital to do so. It was certainly not the intent of the Federal
agencies that hospitals would include in the computation of per diem
costs, amounts which they entered only in order to "collect" from the
public agencies purchasing care, or amounts which they would otherwise
not recognize as expenses in otherwise published reports of expense
to Board of Trustees or such like. The agencies have considered that
whatever expenses they recognized as being legitimate cost to a hos-
pital would.be supported in as good faith by hospitals.
The Federal agencies concerned have wished to make their viewpoint clear
for the record. The method for computing the per diem reimbursable
cost under Joint Hospital Form 1 was based on the system of accounting
that had been recommended to hospitals by the American Hospital Associa-
tion. The agencies concerned with the policies determining rates of
payment for care under the programs they administer would not wish to
determine the method of accounting that hospitals should follow. How-
ever, it would seen that any instructions given to hospitals by the
American Hospital Association should assist them in preparing a state-
ment of reimbursable cost that would be in keeping with the viewpoints
expressed. We would like to point out that while many agencies
purchasing care according to Joint Hospital Form 1 do not now audit
hospital’s accounts, some thought must be given as to how a hospital’s
accounts can satisfy an audit."
In conclusion, may I add, that we have always believed any expense amount
\ -
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Mr. John Gnau - 1/7/49 - 3 -
included in calculating reimbursable cost should be able to be certi-
fied as an identifiable expense in the hospital accounts, by a public
accountant.
Signed: Mildred F. Walker
Hospital Consultant
Enclosures under separate cover
--
-
'
APPENDIX 3
Policies On

Policies On
OF HOSPITAL CARE
Excerpts from
A Bulletin for State Agencies Administering Services for
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH
(including EMERGENCY MATERNITY AND INFANT CARE)
CRIPPLED CHILDREN
and
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
July 1945
(Mimeographed December 1947 )
Prepared by
U.S. Department of Labor
CHILDREN'S BUREAU
and
Federal Security Agency
OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
Washington 25 } D. C.
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STaTEMENT OF POLICY FOR PURCHASE OF HOSPITAL CARE
MITH FEDERAL OR LATCHING' FUIDS
For Maternal and Child-health (including Emergency
Maternity and Infant-Care) and Crippled Children’s
Services under State Plans Approved by the Children’s
Bureau.
For Vocational Rehabilitation Agencies under State Plans
Approved by the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation.
Hospital In-Pati ent Care
Requirements:
Hospital in-patient care shall be purchased by the State agency
concerned in accordance with established policies which require
that
:
1. The rate of payment shall be at an inclusive rate per diem
to cover all services provided to the patient by the hospi-
tal.
2.
** The rate per diem shall not exceed the reimbursable cost
per patient da3%
3.
**The cost** per diem shall be calculated b3r each hospital in
accordance with the method outlined in the Hospital Statement
of Reimbursable Cost that is to be submitted by each partici-
pating hospital to the State agency.
The calculation of the reimbursable cost per patient day
should take into consideration all expenditures by the
hospital that are related to the care of in-patients.
* This was para. No. 3 in original issue of Bulletin - Julm 1945*
**• This was para. No. 2 in original issue of Bulletin - July 1945 - Note:
"The cost per diem" has been substituted for "The rate per diem".
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Exceptions:
1. When rates for the purchase of hospital care have been
established by law and these laws apply to the purchase
of care from Federal or matching funds, the Hospital
Statement of Reimbursable Cost will not be required.
2. If a hospital has fewer than 25 available beds .or is
paid from Federal or matching funds a total of less than
$500 during a year for hospital care, it maj/- submit a
statement of total expenses and calculation of reim-
bursable cost per patient day as previously indicated,
or it may be paid from these funds on the basis of an
inclusive per diem rate established by the State Agency
for such hospitals.
3. New hospitals: A new hospital which has not been in
operation for a 12-month period may be paid at an in-
clusive rate per patient day established by the State
agency.
On receipt from such n ew hospital of an acceptable
statement of expenses at the close of the first year of
operation, the State agency may adjust payments to an
inclusive rate not to exceed the reimbursable cost per
patient day as adopted by the agency for all cases ad-
mitted after the beginning of the fiscal year covered
by the hospital’s statement of expenses.
4. Statements need not be required from hospitals operated
by agencies of the Federal Government, as payments by
State agencies to such hospitals are at the uniform in-
clusive rate established for Federal agencies in pur-
chasing care.
Hospital Out-patient Care
It is recommended that State agencies purchase all out-patient
care at inclusive rates based on the reimbursable cost per out-patient
visit.
1. It is recommended that out-patient care rendered in any
clinic or division of an organized out-patient department
of a hospital be purchased at an inclusive rate that
covers all services provided the patient by the hospital,
•.
.
•
.
•
-
~
.
-
.
•.
J ' ' ' i
.
: h -,i
.
and that the rate be based upon calculation by the hospital
of the reimbursable cost per out-patiant visit, which
should take into account all expenditures by the hospital
related to the care of clinin out-patients.
2. In cases where hospitals are not abl e to segregate expenses
for the out-patient service in order to calculate the
reimbursable cost per patient visit, but have used the
established rate of $2.00* per visit to estimate out-patient
expenses, the inclusive rate of pajrment for clinic out-
patient visits will be at the rate of $2.00* per visit.
3. In instances where payment at an inclusive rate based on
the reimbursable cost per out-patient visit is not feasible
for private out-patient service (private ambulatory patients)
a State agency may pay for special services at rates estab-
lished by the State agency and included in approved State
plans.
General.
1. The State agency should require each hospital to provide
every 12 months a statement of the total expenses and the
calculation of reimbursable cost per patient da}r for the
hospital’s most recent accounting year.
2. It is the responsibility of each State agency to review,
request necessary adjustment, and accept the hospital
stat aments and calculations of reimbursable cost per patient
day and per out-patient visit.
* Rate in accordance with Joint Hospital. Form 1 - Revised January 1947
^
'
-
.
•»
.
•
•
-
•
• J • .•>. f .
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3. When a rate of payment is adopted by the State agency,
the rate should be effective as of the dat e it is adopted
by the Stat e agency l) for all patients in the hospital
at that date and for all admissions to the hospital after
such date of adoption, or - 2) for all admissions to the
hospital after the date of adoption.**
4. State agencies should complete agreements -with participating
hospitals for the purchase of in-patient and out-patient
care.
** This is in accordance •with amendment of December 1, 1947.
12-47 (85-65076-100)
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Joint Hospital Form 1
July 1945
Budget Bureau No. 44—R403.2.
Approval Expires 7-31-47.
VA
Reports Control Symbol
10DE-1.
Hospital Statement of Reimbursable Cost
Vne of hospital 1 :
Aiilress
Mod covered by statement: From
j, YPE OF CONTROL 2 (Check one only)
Government Nonprofit organizations
"state City Church related—Catholic
"bounty City-County Church related—Other
Q Nonprofit Associations
STATISTICAL DATA
bpatient statistics:
'
1. Beds (exclusive of bassinets) available at beginning of account year
t 2. Beds (exclusive of bassinets) available at end of account year
j
3. Bed-days 3
<
1
4. Total in-patient days (exclusive of newborn-infant days
4
)
() In rooms with only 1 bed
( ) In rooms with 2 or more beds •
5. Percent of in-patient days in rooms with 2 or more beds (item 4(6) divided by item 4)
6. Percent occupancy (total in-patient days, item 4, divided by bed-days, item 3)
7 . Discharges (including deaths)
8. Average length of stay (in-patient days, item 4, divided by discharges, item 7)
Proprietary
Individual or partnership
Corporation
\t-patient statistics:
9. Total out-patient visits
6 provided during account year (sum of items 10, 11, 12 below)
10. Visits by clinic patients
() Clinic visits
() Visits for special services (laboratory, X-ray, etc.)
1 1 . Visits to emergency service
12. Visits by private patients (laboratory, X-ray, etc.)
f
Footnotes 1-5 appear on the reverse side of this page. These notes
are important parts of the instructions for using this report form.
JHF 001
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NOTE.—For any terms not defined here, see the manual “Hospital Accounting and Statistics” of
the American Hospital Association.
1 Hospitals
,
as the term is used in this Statement, include maternity homes providing delivery
service and convalescent homes.
2 Type of control indicates ownership or auspices under which the institution is conducted.
3 Bed-days should be the currently compiled count of beds available each day, or if this is not
possible, the bed complement at the end of the report year multiplied by 365 days.
4 Newborn-infant days to be excluded from the count of total in-patient days are only those days
when an infant occupies a bassinet (in the nursery) during the mother’s hospitalization. Thus, the count
of days for a prematurely born infant remaining in the hospital after the mother is discharged, or for
an infant delivered at home and later admitted to the hospital, or for an infant admitted or transferred
out of the nursery for an illness is included in the total in-patient days reported.
6 Out-patient visits for the purpose of this statement are the occasion of any personal, professional
services to an out-patient (an individual registered for and receiving service in the institution but not
occupying a regular hospital bed or bassinet) on any single admission in any subdivision of an out-patient
department, clinic, or hospital. This count includes visits of out-patients to regular clinics of an organ-
ized out-patient department and also visits of individuals (including private service patients) who are not
admitted to in-patient service but who receive care in emergency rooms, or X-ray, laboratory, physical
therapy, and similar service—
If an individual receives services in more than one subdivision of an out-patient department, or
in other service divisions of a hospital or clinic, a visit should be recorded for each separate service,
for instance:
A patient served at a medical clinic, referred to the surgical clinic, to the X-ray department for
examination, and also to the physical-therapy service for treatment, would have four visits record-
ed. Also, a private patient referred to the X-ray and laboratory services for examinations would have
two visits recorded.
Note that visits of private out-patients are included, for the purposes of this statement, in the
count of out-patient visits.
16—45530-1
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Joint Hospital Form 1
OTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
1. Total amount of expenses per books
6
-
• • •
• • • •
2. Expenses to be deducted
7 (if included in item 1 above)
(a)
0)
(<0
(d)
(e)
Cf)
(g)
(h)
«
(i)
(*)
Research expense and medical education
.
Cost of gift shops, lunch counters, etc
Cost of guest meals or meals paid for by employees
•
•
Cost oftelephone and telegraph charges paid
for by patients, guests 01
CosTof drugs or supplies that are purchased by
individuals not admitted
as in-patients or out-patients
Provision for depreciation of. buildings and
equipment
Bad debts or provision therefor • •
Estimated value of donated or voluntary services
Interest expense
Real estate taxes and income taxes
Rent expense
.
(m) Other 9 (specify) -
t& u-.
.
services (item 0—1 minus item C 2 (ji)')
OPERATING EXPENSES FOR CALCULATING
REIMBURSABLE COSTS^
CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENSES
(1)
Administration
Dietary
Laundry
Housekeeping
Heat, light, power, and water
Maintenance and repairs . . . . ,
Motor service
Medical and surgical service
Nursing service and nursing education
,
Medical records and library
Social service ....
X-ray 12
Laboratories 12 . . .
Pharmacy
,
Physical therapy 12
,
Other special services
(Specify)
TOTAL
(2)
Total
IN-PATIENT
SERVICE
(3)
OUT-PATIENT SERVICE 11
Total—Clinic
and Private
(4)
Clinic
(5)
Private
(6)
(Item 17(2) should equal item C-3)
;s?r«r.hrss."
e
f»
f
r tsarsi. ”.
e“
16—**530
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6 The amount to be entered should be as follows:
If reporting on the— Amount to be entered:
Accrual basis Total expenses.
Chsh basis Total cash disbursements.
Modified cash basis Total cash disbursements after giving effect to adjustments.
Do not include in item C-l expenditures for land, buildings, and permanent improvements and equipment,
whether replacements or additions.
7 If the public accountant certified that the “total amount of expenses” (C-l) did not include any of the items
listed under item C-2, entries should be made for items C-l and C-3 only.
8 Any estimated value for the services of sisters or other members of religious orders who serve in the hospital
are to be included in this item.
9 Among the types of expenses included in item C-2 (m) that are to be deducted will be those for services
furnished not by the hospital’s own personnel but by other persons for whom the hospital acts as a billing and col-
lection agency. X-ray, laboratory, and physical-therapy services are sometimes provided in this manner. Fuller
explanation is made in footnote 12, which discusses the distinction between items D-12, D-13, D-15, and C-2 (6).
10 The expenses for all services provided by the hospital to all patients are to be included in this section.
A hospital having fewer than 25 available beds may elect to submit a statement of operating expenses in
accordance with the classification per books of the hospital instead of using the classification of expenses given in
section D. Such a hospital should, however, complete all items in sections A, B, and C.
Maintenance of student nurses and members of religious orders who serve in the hospital may be included in the
appropriate departmental items 1 through 15.
Detailed instructions of expenses to be included under each heading and a method for allocating in-patient and
out-patient operating expenses are given in the manual, “Hospital Accounting and Statistics,” of the American Hos-
pital Association.
11 Columns 4, 5, and 6 should cover all expenses incurred in rendering service to out-patients (as defined in
footnote 5) as differentiated from in-patients.
Hospitals that provide out-patient services both to clinic out-patients and to private out-patients may at their
own option distribute their total out-patient expenses between these two types of out-patient care. If this is done,
columns 4, 5, and 6 should be used. If the hospital does not wish to distribute the out-patient expenses, only column
4 should be used.
Hospitals that furnish out-patient services to clinic patients only should fill in column 5.
Hospitals without organized out-patient clinics, that furnish services to private out-patients only, should fill in
column 6.
If in-patient and out-patient expenses cannot be segregated according to the method advocated by the American
Hospital Association or by a comparable method, estimated expenses to be entered in item 17 may be computed as
follows:
For hospitals that do not separate expenses but do furnish services to both clinic and private out-patients—
Multiply the total number of out-patient visits (B-9) by $1.50 and enter the result in item 17, column 4.
For hospitals that furnish services to clinic out-patients only—
Multiply the number of visits of clinic patients (B-10 plusB-11) by $1.50 and enter the result in item 17,
column 5.
For hospitals that furnish services to private out-patients only—
Multiply the sum of the number of visits to emergency services and visits by private patients (B-ll plus
B-12) by $1.50 and enter the result in item 17, column 6.
•
12 If the hospital provides all X-ray services, including the professional services of a radiologist, all expenses are
to be included here. (This refers to any individuals who receive salaries, fees, commissions, or maintenance.)
If the hospital provides X-ray services exclusive of the professional services of a radiologist, only the expenses
to the hospital should be included in this item. (The radiologist may bill separately for his professional services.)
If the X-ray department of a hospital is rented outright to a radiologist, any expenses recorded in the hospital’s
books are to be excluded from this item and should be shown in item C-2 (m ).
If the hospital acts as the billing and collection agency for radiologists or other individuals not employed by
the hospital who provide service in this department, the amounts collected for, and paid to, these individuals
should be excluded from this item and should be shown in item C-2 (m) if recorded in the hospital’s books.
These instructions should be followed in determining cost for laboratory or physical-therapy service.
13 List each special service not elsewhere included, such as cardiography, basal metabolism, and special expenses
such as salary and maintenance of chaplain or maintenance of chapel. 16-45530-1
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Joint Hospital Form 1
j.CULATION OF REIMBURSABLE COST OF IN-PATIENT SERVICE
\ Total amount of operating expenses for in-patient
service (from item D-17, column 3) . . • •
ILess: Income from Federal or State public health agencies
for nursing education, including in-
come for maintenance, uniforms, supplies, etc.
14
] Balance (E—1 minus E—2)
1 Number of in-patient days (item B-4) • •
* • ' * ' ' *
*
4 Average computed per diem reimbursable cost (E-3 divided by
E 4) . .... • • • •
: YV ’ ' ' ' '
3 Supplementary allowance for depreciation
of buildings and equipment, rent, interest, etc.
J (10 percent of
item
(KeimbwsaMe
U
coft of in-patient service per patient day
15 (85 percent of E-7, uniess more than
ice,!" 70 percent of ad in-patient days are in rooms with 2 or
more beds (13 5) )
"jCULATION OF REIMBURSABLE COST OF OUT-PATIENT VISIT
17
ITEM.
(i) —:
TOTAL-
CLINIC AND
PRIVATE
(2)
CLINIC
(3)
PRIVATE
(4)
t
] Total operating expenses (item D 17;
j Number of out-patient visits
f
Average cost per visit (F 1 divided by b 2) • /
Supplementary allowance for depreciation of buildings and equip-
1 ment, rent, interest, etc. (10 percent of item F-3)
1 xieimDursauie wbi v
I 16—45530-2
Footnotes 14-20 appear on the reverse side of this page.
These notes
are important parts of the instructions for using
this report form.
1
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14 The amount chargeable to Federal or State public health agencies during the accounting year covered
by the statement should be entered, not the amount of cash received.
15 Subject to the maximum rate established by the State agency.
16 Percent of in-patient days in rooms with
two or more beds to total in-patient days
in all accommodations (excluding
new-born-infant days)
(Item B-5)
Percent to be used in computing
reimbursable cost of in-patient
service per patient day
(Item E-8)
More than Not more than Percent
98 100 100
96 98 99
94 96 98
92 94 97
90 92 96
88 90 95
86 88 94
84 86 93
82 84 92
80 82 91
78 80 90
76 78 89
74 76 88
72 74 87 •
70 72 86
0 70 85
17 The columns in which entries are to be made in this section will depend on whether organized clinic
out-patient services are provided and whether the expenses for such services are separated from private out-
patient services. See footnote u .
18 If the entry in item D-17 is in column 4, enter the same figure in column 2 of item F-l; if the entry
in item D-17 is in column 5, enter the same figure in column 3 of item F-l; if the entry in item D-17 is in
column 6, enter the same figure in column 4 of item F-l. If all three columns are filled in for item D-17,
the same figures should be used in the three columns of item F-l.
19 The number of out-patient visits used here will depend on the entries in item F-l. If column 2 is used, the
number of out-patient visits should be item B-9; if column 3 is used, the number of visits should be item B-10
plus B-ll; if column 4 is used, the number of visits should be the sum of B-ll and B-12,
20 Subject to the maximum rate established by the State agency. is—45530-1
Joint Hospital Form, 1
jtM OF CERTIFICATION BY OFFICER OF HOSPITAL 31
,
(Name)
— - -
,
of
(Title)
.
, ,
—
(Name of hospital) (City) (State)
red II
stify that I have examined the accompanying statement of total expenses, the allocation thereof between
sent and out-patient services, and the calculation of reimbursable cost of in-patient service per patient day
= out-patient service per visit for the hospital for the year ended , 194
,
and that to
5t of my knowledge and belief it is a true and correct statement prepared from the books and records of the
il in accordance with instructions issued by the Children’s Bureau, United States Department of Labor, and
of Vocational Rehabilitation, Federal Security Agency, Washington, D. C., under date of July 1945 (except
cated below) as contained in this Statement.
certification by a public accountant of the correctness of the amount entered in item C-l
j
J attached.
I certify that the hospital could not obtain the services of a public accountant to make an audit to determine
tal expenses of the hospital during the year.
further certify that the records of the hospital for the period covered by the operating statement were
ained on the basis.
(Accrual, cash, or modified cash)
(Signed) -
Officer or Superintendent of Hospital.
(Title)
ete this sentence if certification by public accountant is attached.
i The statement of expenses should be based upon the amount of total expenses certified to by a public accountant who is not an
bee of the hospital.
I
ihis form is to be executed by every hospital. A hospital operated by city, county, or State government may furnish certification
I superintendent or an officer of the hospital. For form to be used by public accountants, see p. 8. 16—45530
I
H. FORM OF CERTIFICATION BY PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
P C 8
I hereby certify that the amount $ shown in item C-l of the accompanying stat< iei
total expenses of
(Name of hospital)
(City) (State)
for the yea e
,
194
,
is correct in accordance with my audit of the books and re<
the hospital after giving effect to all adjustments resulting from my examination of the books of the hospi
to the instructions outlined by the Children’s Bureau and Office of Vocational Rehabilitation for prepar.
Statement of Reimbursable Cost under date of July 1945.
My examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards applicable in
cumstances and it included all procedures that I consider necessary (except as qualified below).
The amount entered in item C-l I
^nc
^
uc
^
es
items listed under item C-2.
[
excludes
J
The records of the hospital for the period covered by the operating statement were maintain
the. -basis.
(Accrual, cash, or modified cash)
(Signature of public accountant)
U S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 16—46530-1
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Joint Hospital Form 1
January 1947
Budget Bureau No. 72-R326.
Approval expires 7-31-48.
VA Reports Control Symbol
10DAC-1.
Hospital Statement of Reimbursable Cost
(Read instructions in footnotes before filling in form)
fame of hospital 1
(Date)
.ddress
eriod covered by statement: From. 194...., to .., 194....
This hospital hereafter will submit a statement of reimbursable cost every (check interval that hospital
elects)
: Q 12 months. 6 months.
. TYPE OF HOSPITAL
1.
Type of control 2 (check one only)
:
Government
State
County
City
City-county
Nonprofit organization
Church related—Catholic
Church related—other
Nonprofit associations
Proprietary
Individual or partnership
Corporation
2.
Type of service 3 (check one)
:
(a) General
( b ) Special:
Maternity
Children’s
Orthopedic
Isolation
Convalescent and rest
Nervous and mental
Tuberculosis
Other (specify)
!. STATISTICAL DATA
lospital personnel (computed on a full-time basis)
:
1. Average number of employees on hospital pay roll each month
2. Average number of Sisters (or members of other religious orders) who served in the
hospital each month
rn-patient statistics:
3. Beds (exclusive of bassinets) available at beginning of accounting period
4. Beds (exclusive of bassinets) available at end of accounting period
5. Total bed-days for the accounting period 4
6. Total in-patient days (exclusive of newborn-infant days) 5
(a) Newborn-infant days 6
7. Percent occupancy (item 6, divided by bed-days, item 5)
8. Discharges, including deaths (exclusive of newborn infants)
9. Average length of stay (item 6, divided by item 8)
) . .
Out-patient statistics:
10. Total out-patient visits during accounting period 7
(a ) Clinic patient visits 8
(&) Keferred patient visits 8
JHF 001 16—46630-3
C. TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES ®
( b
)
(c)
(d) by patients, guests, or
1. Total amount of expenses per books 10
2. Expenses to be deducted (deduct only items included in item 1 above) 11
(a) Research expense and medical education
Cost of gift shops, lunch counters, etc
Cost of guest meals or meals paid for by employees , -
Cost of telephone and telegraph charges paid for
employees
(e) Cost of drugs or supplies purchased by individuals not admitted as in-patients
or out-patients
(/) Bad debts or provision therefor
(g) Expenditures for remodeling and equipment and fixtures, whether replace-
ments or additions 12
(h) Estimated value of donated or voluntary services and payments to religious
orders 13
Interest expense on capital indebtedness
. . .
*.
* * * * ‘ * ’ * ' '
Rentals on nonhospital facilities, real-estate taxes on nonhospital facilities and
income taxes
Others (specify) 14
(i)
O’)
<*)
(m) Total, items a through k..
3. Total amount of hospital expenses applicable to
(item 1 minus item 2m)
tot
pi
in-patient and out-patient services
— Ito
.!
ill
(Less
D. HOSPITAL EXPENSES FOR CALCULATING REIMBURSABLE COSTS 15
S
CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENSES
(1)
TOTAL
EXPENSES
(2)
FOR SERVICES
TO
IN-PATIENTS
(3)
FOR SERVICES TO OUT-PATIENTS 18
f [
Total 7
(4)
Clinic
Patients 8
(5)
Referred c
Patients ;
Operating Expenses
1. Administration
CA
2. Dietary
3. Laundry
4. Housekeeping
5. Heat, light, power, water
6. Maintenance and repairs
7. Motor service
8. Medical and surgical services 17
. .
(a) Salaries of physicians, surgeons,
house staff 18
(6) Supplies and miscellaneous
. .
(c) Anesthesia service
9. (a) Nursing service 19 *
(b) Nursing education .... c
10. Medical records and library
. . .
11. Social service
12. X-ray 20 (a) Diagnostic
(b) Treatment
.
13. Laboratories 20
14. Pharmacy
. . .
15. Physical therapy 20
.
16. Other special services 21
.
. . .
i
,
(Specify)
Ad
10—46530-3 OPO
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D. HOSPITAL EXPENSES FOR CALCULATING REIMBURSABLE COSTS 15—Continued
CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENSES
(1)
TOTAL
EXPENSES
(2)
FOR SERVICES
TO
IN-PATIENTS
(3)
FOR SERVICES TO OUT-PATIEN.TS 19
Total
*
(4)
Olinic
Patients 9
(5)
Referred
Patients 8
(6)
.
Total Operating Expenses ....
Other Allowable Expenses
'. Depreciation 22 23
(a) Building 23a (cost of property
$- ) ....
(6) Fixtures 236 (cost of fixtures
$ ._) ....
(c) Equipment 23c (cost of equipment
$ ) ....
.
Real estate taxes on property used for
hospital purposes
:. Rentals on buildings used for hospital
purposes
;. Total, items 18, 19, and 20
i. Total hospital expenses (item 17 plus
item 21 ; should equal item c-3) . .
. Less: Any subsidy from Federal funds
(direct or through State agencies;
Salaries of personnel, etc., (enter
amount chargeable)
1
: . Total hospital expenses for calculating
reimbursable cost
CALCULATION OF REIMBURSABLE COST OF IN-PATIENT SERVICE
1. Total amount of hospital expenses for in-patient service (from item D-24, column 3) . . $„
2. Number of in-patient days (from item B-6)
3. Average computed per diem reimbursable cost (E-l divided by E-2) (subject to maxi-
mum rate established by State agency)
CALCULATION OF REIMBURSABLE COST OF OUT-PATIENT VISIT 2*
ITEM
(1)
TOTAL FOR
SERVICES TO ALL
OUT-PATIENTS
(2)
FOR SERVICES
TO CLINIC
PATIENTS
(3)
FOR SERVICES
TO REFERRED
PATIENTS
(4)
. Amount of hospital expenses for out-patient serv-
ices (from item D-24, columns 4, 5, and 6,
respectively) 25 $ $ $
!. Number of out-patient visits (from items B-10) 26 .
i. Average computed reimbursable cost per visit (F-l
divided by F-2) (subject to maximum rate estab-
lished by State agency) ?- - - - $ $
G. FORM OF CERTIFICATION BY OFFICER OF HOSPITAL 27
I,
(Name)
(Title)
the
(Name of hospital) (City) (State)
do certify that I have examined the accompanying statement of total expenses, the allocation thereof bet*
in-patient and out-patient services, and the calculation of reimbursable cost of in-patient service per pati
day and of out-patient service per visit for the hospital for the
j ^months j
ended
194
,
and that to the best of my knowledge and belief it is a true and correct statement prepared frombooks and records of the hospital in accordance with instructions as contained in this statement.
A certification by a public accountant of the correctness of the amount entered in item C-l
j
j® no^
jattacl
I certify that the hospital could not obtain the services of a public accountant to make an audit to del
mine the total expenses of the hospital during the period.
I nt at
IPottei
I further certify that the records of the hospital for the period covered by the operating statement
maintained on the
_ basis.
(Accrual, cash, or modified cash)
* Delete this sentence if certification by public accountant is attached.
(Signed)
Officer or Superintendent of Hospita
, \
(Date)
(Title)
H. FORM OF CERTIFICATION BY PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the amount $ shown in item C-l of the accompanying stat
ment of total expenses of
(Name of hospital) ’ (City) ’ (State)'
^ 01
{ 6 months }
ended
,
194
— ,
is correct in accordance with my aud
of the books and records of the hospital after giving effect to all adjustments resulting from my examinatic
of the books of the hospital, and to the instructions contained in this statement.
My, examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards applicable in th
circumstances and it included all procedures that I consider necessary (except as qualified below)
.
The amount entered in item C-l
{ deludes }
items listed under item c~2 -
The records of the hospital for the period covered by the operating statement were maintained on th
basis.
(Accrual, cash, or modified cash)
icies c
:s
;
sic: t
(Signature of public accountant)
ill
This form is to be executed by every hospital. A hospital operated by city, county, or State government may furnish cer Nasi
tincation by the superintendent or an officer of the hospital.
OPO 16- 45530-3
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NOTE.—Statements are required for a hospital’s most recent accounting period (12 months or 6 months as the hospital may
jt). If a hospital elects to submit a statement for a 6-month period, it must submit a statement for each consecutive 6-month
i od thereafter as long as it participates in the programs. Hospitals may submit statements not more frequently than once
»ry 6 months.
For any terms not defined here, see the manual “Hospital Accounting and Statistics” of the American Hospital Association.
ITNOTES
1 Hospitals, as the term is used in this statement, includes maternity homes providing delivery service. Joint Hospital
m 1 may be requested from convalescent homes as required by the administrating agency.
2 Type of control indicates ownership or auspices under which the institution is conducted.
3 Type of service: If the hospital serves various types of patients, check “General.” If the hospital cares for only a special
ij; of patient (such as orthopedic), check the special group served.
I 4 Bed-days should be the sum of the count of the number of beds available each day; or, if this is not possible, the bed com-
jinent at the end of the accounting period multiplied by the total number of days in the period.
f
6 Patient day is that period of service rendered a patient between the census-taking hours on 2 successive days, the day of
harge being counted only when the patient was admitted that same day. (Either the day of admission or the day of dis-
rge may be counted, but not both.)
6 Newborn-infant days to be excluded from the count of total in-patient days are only those days when an infant occupies
[issinet (in the nursery) during the mother’s hospitalization. Thus, the count of days for a prematurely born infant remain-
in the hospital after the mother is discharged, or for an infant delivered at home and later admitted to the hospital, or for
infant admitted or transferred out of the nursery for an illness is included in the total in-patient days reported.
7 Out-patient visits for the purpose of this statement include visits of all out-patients (individuals registered for and receiving
(l/ice in the institution but not occupying a regular hospital bed or bassinet) to regular clinics of an organized out-patient
iiartment, and also visits of referred patients who are not admitted to in-patient service but who receive care in emergency
ms, or X-ray, laboratory, physical therapy, and similar special services.
8 Clinic patient visit is recorded according to the definition of the American Hospital Association as “the occasion of any
;?^5onal professional service to an out-patient in any subdivision of the clinic for treatment or any professional service”—on
single day.
The visit is the unit of out-patient service corresponding to the patient-day for in-patient service. If an individual receives
vices in more than one subdivision of an out-patient department or clinic, a visit should be recorded for each separate sub-
sion. For the purpose of this statement, X-ray, laboratory (including basal metabolism, and cardiography), physical
rapy, pharmacy, and similar special services, furnished to clinic patients are not to be counted as separate clinic visits in
Eiulating inclusive cost per clinic visit.
1; A referred patient visit is recorded for each patient referred to the hospital by physicians in public or voluntary health
ncies or in private practice (but not admitted to in-patient service or to the out-patient department clinics) upon any single
ission in any division of the hospital. For the purpose of this statement a patient visiting the X-ray, the laboratory, and
sical therapy divisions would be counted for a visit to each division irrespective of the number of services rendered by each
ision.
9 The amount to be entered should be as follows
:
If reporting on the— Amount to be entered:
Accrual basis Total expenses.
Cash basis Total cash disbursements.
Modified cash basis Total cash disbursements after giving effect to adjustments.
1 10 Do not include in item C-l expenditures for land, buildings, and permanent improvements.
vrW 11 If the public accountant certified that the “total amount of expenses” (C-l) did not include any of the items listed under
itn C-2, entries should be made for items C-l and C-3 only.
12 Provision is made under item D-18 for allowance for depreciation of equipment and fixtures,
j
13 This item should include any estimated value for services of Sisters or members of other religious orders who serve in the
bspital, and should include any payment (donations or contributions) to Sisterhoods or other religious orders in excess of $75
!3|anonth for each Sister or member of a religious order.
' An allowance, not exceeding $75 a month, is provided for these services under section D (see footnote 15).
1 14 When this Hospital Statement is prepared for submission to a voluntary agency or organization purchasing care in a hos-
fal, salaries of personnel rendering service in the hospital and paid to the hospital by the voluntary agency or organization shall
l( deducted under item C-2k, to obviate duplicate payment by the voluntary agency or organization purchasing care.
I Payments to persons not on the hospital staff for whom the hospital acts as a billing and collection agency should also be
ciucted under item C-2 k. Services by persons in X-ray, laboratory, and physical therapy are sometimes provided in this man-
i r. Fuller explanation is made under footnote 20.
:
15 The actual expenses for all services provided by the hospital to all patients are to be included in this section.
|
Detailed instructions of expenses to be included under each heading and a method for allocating in-patient and out-patient
derating expenses are given in the manual, “Hospital Accounting and Statistics,” of the American Hospital Association.
A hospital having fewer than 25 available beds may elect to submit a statement of operating expenses in accordance with
<je classification per books of the hospital instead of using the classification of expenses given in section D. Such a hospital
lould, however, complete all items in sections A, B, and C.
1
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GOVERNMENT REIMBURSABLE COST FORMULA
The Association is pleased to announce that federal
agencies which purchase hospital care on a reimbursable
cost basis have accepted the revisions recommended by the
Association. A new Joint Hospital Form No. 1 (a sample
copy of which accompanies this Bulletin), approved by
the Budget Bureau, will be used in computing reim-
bursable cost.
Hospitals may submit revised reimbursable cost calcula-
tions on the new form for contracts with Veterans Admin-
istration through intermediary agencies in those states in
which such a program has been established. They may
submit the same form with identical information to state
agencies that reimburse hospitals for the care of patients
under the Emergency Maternity and Infant Care (EMIC),
and Crippled Children programs (where cost formula has
been accepted by the state agency) and for the care of
patients hospitalized under the Vocational Rehabilitation
Program.
WASHINGTON SERVICE BUREAU OF THE AMERICAN
HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
ALBERT V. WHITEHALL, DIRECTOR
1834 K STREET, N. W. WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Council on Government Relations
John N. Hatfield, Chairman
Pennsylvania Hospital
Philadelphia, Pa.
Fred G. Carter, M. D.
St. Luke's Hospital
Cleveland, Ohio
Gerhard Hartman
State University of Iowa Hospitals
Iowa City, Iowa
Chas. F. Wilinsky, M. D.
Beth Israel Hospital
Boston, Mass.
Rt. Rev. Msgr. M. F. Griffin
13824 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Carl P. Wright
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Syracuse, N. Y.
A NEW JOINT HOSPITAL FORM NO. 1
FOR USE IN COMPUTING REIMBURSABLE COST
Background. Bulletin No. 69, issued last August,
described the statewide program for care in non-
federal hospitals of both female and male veterans
with service-connected cases, through an interme-
diary selected by hospitals in each state. Noting
objections to the reimbursable cost formula used
for compensating hospitals for such service, it was
urged that hospitals cooperate with the program
upon the assurance that the formula would be
studied and every possible effort made to correct
existing inequities.
Two committees of the Council on Government
Relations met with representatives of the Veterans
Administration to study the problem. They di-
rected that the Committee on Government Pur-
chase of Hospital Service should meet with the
Veterans Administration for a two-day study of
possible revisions of the formula to meet the criti-
cisms that had been offered. Because of their in-
terest in a uniform method of purchasing hospital
care by government, the Children’s Bureau (which
handles the EMIC program and the Crippled
Children’s program) and the Office of Vocational
Rehabilitation were invited to send representatives.
From this two-day session came a series of rec-
ommendations for revision of the existing formula
(EMIC) for computing the hospital’s reimbursable
cost. It was frankly recognized that not all criti-
cisms of a complex formula could be completely
avoided. However, participants in the study felt
they could sincerely recommend the revisions as a
considerable improvement, going far to meet the
need for an equitable and adequate method of pur-
chasing hospital care on a reimbursable cost basis.
The recommendations of the joint committees
were submitted to, and approved by, the Council
on Government Relations, the Committee on Co-
ordination of Activities and the Board of Trustees
of the American Hospital Association. At the
Philadelphia convention in October 1946 the rec-
ommendations were presented to a special meeting
of presidents and secretaries of state hospital as-
sociations and to the House of Delegates. The
House of Delegates formally approved the recom-
mended revisions. (See Proceedings of House of
Delegates, 1946, p. 41, for discussion of the rec-
ommendations and official action).
Accordingly, the recommended revisions were
formally transmitted to the Veterans Administra-
tion as the official recommendation of the American
Hospital Association. The Veterans Administration
called in the other interested federal agencies
which use the reimbursable cost formula in pur-
chasing hospital care, and after obtaining ap-
proval in principle of the recommended revisions,
modified the Joint Hospital Form No. 1 to conform
to them.
It is our opinion that the changes in Joint
Hospital Form No. 1 incorporate the revisions of-
ficially recommended by the American Hospital
Association, and therefore deserve the full support
of member hospitals.
MAJOR REVISIONS OF
REIMBURSABLE COST FORMULA
Recommendations for revision of the formula
approved by the House of Delegates are shown on
page 41 of the Proceedings of the House of Dele-
gates distributed to member hospitals. The follow-
ing revisions are reported under the same numbers
and would appear to meet satisfactorily the rec-
ommendations adopted by the House of Delegates.
1. Hospitals may elect to submit calculations
of reimbursable cost each six months based on a
period of six months.
2 . The 15 per cent differential between private
accommodations and ward care has been elim-
inated.
3. The 10 per cent supplemental allowance for
depreciation, buildings, equipment, rent, interest,
etc., has been eliminated.
4 . Depreciation on hospital facilities owned by
the hospital may be calculated and included by the
hospital as an identifiable item of reimbursable
cost; or, if not so calculated, the hospital is per-
mitted to add 6 per cent of its total operating cost
for depreciation. Rent on hospital facilities not
owned but used by the hospital may be included
as an identifiable item of reimbursable cost.
5 . Taxes, except income taxes and tax on non-
hospital facilities, may be included in reimbursable
cost.
6 . Interest on capital indebtedness shall con-
tinue to be excluded in calculating reimbursable
cost.
7 . Pensions and annuity expenses for hospital
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employees may be included in reimbursable cost.
8. Payment to religious organizations for serv-
ices of members may be included in computing
reimbursable cost. Joint Hospital Form No. 1, as
revised, provides that hospitals that have written
agreements with Sisterhoods (or other religious or-
ders) to cover payment by the hospital for the
services of Sisters (or members of other religious
orders) assigned to the hospital may include under
the appropriate department item D-l to 15 (or a
total sum under item D-16), an amount not to
exceed $75 per month for the full-time services of
a Sister (or member of a religious order) (or a
proportionate amount for part-time services) which
shall be supported by appropriate accounting rec-
ords in the hospital.
In evaluating the adequacy of this allowance a
number of factors must be borne in mind. For
example, additional costs for maintenance of re-
ligious workers may be included elsewhere in the
calculation of reimbursable cost.
9. Care shall be furnished in multi-bed accom-
modations not exceeding eight beds when available,
and in single rooms when medically indicated.
.
Incorporation of the above revisions in Joint
Hospital Form No. 1 has been carried forward
with the advice of the Association, including con-
sideration by the Accounting Committee of the
Council on Administrative Practice. In order to
incorporate the above revisions certain other
changes were needed in the form. Among those
that may be of interest are the following:
1. For those hospitals that do not have de-
tailed records for the separation of inpatient and
outpatient costs, the short formula for deduction
for outpatient visits has been increased from $1.50
(the old formula added 10 per cent for deprecia-
tion, etc. making a net amount of $1.65) to $2.
2. The form includes detailed information as to
percentages to be applied in calculating deprecia-
tion for building, fixtures and hospital equipment.
Since depreciation may be calculated, expenditures
for capital improvements, such as remodeling and
fixtures and equipment—whether replacements or
additions—may no longer be included in expenses
for the period being reported.
HOW A HOSPITAL MAY REVISE
ITS REIMBURSABLE COST RATE
The new Joint Hospital Form No. 1 accompanies
this Bulletin for the information of our members.
Printed forms may not be available from the
federal government for 60 or 90 days. However,
state agencies are being asked to reproduce the
form for hospitals furnishing care under the
Emergency Maternal and Infant Care program,
the Crippled Children’s program and the Voca-
tional Rehabilitation program. A limited supply
of forms is being made available to intermediary
agencies under the Veterans Administration Pro-
gram and undoubtedly many of these interme-
diaries will wish to duplicate the form for immedi-
ate use by eligible hospitals. Forms may be sub-
mitted as soon as available and may cover the most
recent accounting period of either 6 or 12 months.**
The revisions in Joint Hospital Form No. 1,
particularly the opportunity to file more recent
cost figures, will in most instances result in a more
adequate payment to hospitals for services under
these various programs. A hospital having any
substantial number of patients hospitalized and
paid for in this manner will find it advantageous
to submit a new form at the earliest possible date.**
There is need for strong cooperation from indi-
vidual hospitals, state hospital associations and
Blue Cross plans in developing an intermediary
program in additional states. This problem was
presented in detail in Washington Service Bulletin
No. 69, dated August 26, 1946. That bulletin*
explains in detail the workings of this program and
the need for its initiation in every state. At the
present time the care of veterans in non-federal
hospitals has been worked out in the approved man-
ner in 10 states. A number of other states have
delayed initiation of the program pending the re-
visions which are here reported.
The Veterans Administration is in need of beds
in general hospitals and in mental and tuberculosis
hospitals, either governmental or non-governmental.
The Veterans Administration in taking leader-
ship in developing these revisions has clearly dem-
onstrated its desire to cooperate with non-federal
hospitals. There is need for prompt action by the
hospitals in those states which have not yet estab-
lished this program in order that it may be in ef-
fect on a country-wide basis.
Appendix 1. which follows, is taken from a re-
lease prepared by federal agencies for the guidance
of state agencies administering the EMIC and OVR
programs at the state level. It incorporates a de-
tailed explanation of the new Joint Hospital Form
No. 1 which has been revised to conform to the
changes herein reported.
* Copies available from Washington Service Bureau, American
Hospital Association, 1834 K Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
** However, the Veterans Administration is prevented from
accepting a new statement of reimbursable cost from any
hospital whose contract with the intermediary has been in
effect less than six months as provided in Paragraph 14 of
that contract.
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The following explanatory material is included in in-
structions sent by Division of Health Services, Children’s
Bureau, Federal Security Agency, to executive officers,
state agencies administering maternal and child health
programs (including Emergency Maternal and Infant
Care) and Crippled Children’s Programs under the pro-
visions of the Social Security Act.
J. Accounting period. — Participating hospitals may
submit statements of cost for periods of 12 months or of
6 months, as they choose (but may not submit statements
more often than once every 6 months). If a hospital
elects to submit a statement for a 6-montli period, it
must submit one for each consecutive 6-month period
thereafter as long as it participates in the program.
2». Types of services.— An item has been added under
section A to show the types of services provided in the
reporting hospital.
3. Segregation of expenses for inpatient services and
for outpatient services. — To show accurately the cost of
services to bed patients ( inpatients as distinguished from
outpatients) it is necessary that expenses for services to
any outpatients, as defined below, shall be separated from
the expenses involved in providing services to inpatients.
Outpatient care will be purchased by the agencies con-
cerned at inclusive rates based upon cost for inclusive
outpatient services. Some hospitals render services both
to outpatients through outpatient clinics and to patients
referred from outside the hospital for special services.
Provision is made, therefore, for hospitals that may wish
to do so. to separate the expenses involved in furnishing
care to patients served through organized clinics of an
outpatient department from those expenses related tc
furnishing care to patients referred to the hospital for
any special services.1
4. Revision of outpatient statistics. — Section B, cov-
ering “Outpatient Statistics” has been revised. The total
number of visits of all outpatients is to be recorded.. Out-
patient visits for the purpose of this statement, therefore,
are defined as the visits of all outpatients (individuals
registered for and receiving service in the institution but
not occuyping a regular hospital bed or bassinet), and
include (a) visits of referred patients (not admitted to
either inpatient or clinic outpatient services) who receive
care in emergency rooms or x-ray, laboratory, physical-
therapy, and similar special services.
(a) The number of clinic-patient visits is required.
Explanation of this item states that, “a clinic-patient
visit is recorded according to the definition of the
American Hospital Association as ‘the occasion of any
personal professional service to an outpatient in any
subdivision of the clinic for treatment or any profes-
sional service’ — on any single day.”
The visit is the unit of outpatient service correspond-
ing to the patient-day for inpatient service and is
inclusive of all special services. If an individual re-
ceives services in more than one subdivision of an out-
patient department or clinic, such as medicine, surgery,
obstetrics, or pediatrics, a visit should be recorded for
each separate subdivision. For the purpose of this
statement in calculating inclusive cost per clinic visit
1. Veterans Administration does not purchase outpatient care
under this contract. Therefore, hospitals caring for veterans will be
required to separate outpatient expenses.
services such as x-ray, laboratory (including basal
metabolism and cardiography), physical therapy, phar-
macy, and similar special services furnished to clinic
patients are not to be counted as separate clinic visits.
(b) The term referred - patient visit has been
adopted, for the purpose of this statement to apply to
the visits of outpatients not admitted to the clinics in
an organized outpatient denartment. Explanation is
made that : A referred-patient visit is recorded for
each patient referred to the hospital by physicians in
public or voluntary health agencies or in private prac-
tice (but not admitted to inpatient service or to the
outpatient department clinics) upon any single admis-
sion in any division of the hospital. A referred-patient
visiting the x-ray, the laboratory, and physical therapy
divisions would be counted for a visit to each division
irrespective of the number of services rendered by each
division.
5.
Hospitals that are unable to segregate expenses
incurred for services to inpatients and to outpatients are
to use a rate of $2 per visit to estimate the expenses for
outpatient services.
ft. Allowances for depreciation. — Depreciation is being
allowed for those hospitals that have already established
in their accounting systems the practice of providing an
allowance for depreciation of buildings, fixtures, and
equipment. Bulletin F of the Bureau of Internal Revenue
is suggested as a guide in providing depreciation. In
conformity with suggestions in Bulletin F, allowance not
to exceed 2 per cent a year based on the total life of 50
years for brick, stone, and similar buildings, and com-
puted on the cost of the property when acquired or com-
pleted may be included, as well as an allowance for de-
preciation on building fixtures of 5 per cent (life of 20
years) and an allowance for depreciation of hospital
equipment of 10 per cent (life of 10 years). Depreciation
may not be taken on land, rented property, on assets
already depreciated, or on buildings not used for hospital
purposes.
Hospitals that have not established in their accounting
system the regular practice of providing for annual
depreciation on buildings, fixtures, and equipment, may
include an allowance for depreciation of not more than
6 per cent of the total operating expense items included
under section D-l to 17.
7- Real estate taxes on property used for hospital
purposes may be included in the calculation of reim-
bursable cost.
ft. Rentals on buildings used for hospital purposes may
also be included in the calculation of reimbursable cost.
». Salaried members of medical staff.— There are
several types of hospitals wherein medical care for pa-
tients is provided by salaried members of the medical
staff of a school of medicine with which the hospital is
affiliated. The salaries of physicians so employed may
be included in the hospital statement of expenses in
proportion to the time each physician gives to the care
of hospital inpatients and outpatients. Payments to such
hospitals would be at a cost inclusive of medical care.
Salaries of physicians employed by the hospital are, of
course, included in the departmental expense items, —
medical and surgical, x-ray, laboratory, etc.
IO- Funds from federal or state agencies, and from
voluntary agencies and organizations.— 1There may be
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instances in which funds of federal or a state agency
purchasing care are granted to a hospital for specific
purposes such as payment of the salaries of staff mem-
bers, or other specific operating expenses. Such pay-
ments are to be excluded in computing reimbursable cost
in order that payment from public funds would not be
duplicated through per diem cost payments that would
reflect the same expense.
Various voluntary agencies and organizations that pay
for hospital care for patients authorized by the state
agencies (administering the maternal, child health and
crippled children’s program) may make funds available
to hospitals to provide the services of specific and addi-
tional personnel or operating expenses to meet unusual
situations. Therefore, salaries of personnel rendering
service in the hospital and any other operating expenses
paid to the hospital by such a voluntary agency or
organization are not to be included in the calculation of
reimbursable cost in order to obviate duplicate payment
by the voluntary agency or organization purchasing care.
11 . Allowance for services of Sisters or members of
other religious orders.—By agreement between the fed-
eral agencies concerned and the Administrative Board
of the Catholic Hospital Association, payment made by
Catholic hospitals to motherhouses of an amount not
to exceed $75 a month for the full-time services of a
Sister or member of another religious order (or propor-
tionate amount for part-time service) may be included in
the hospital’s expenses for computation of the reimburs-
able cost. Provision has been made for inclusion of this
amount under the departmental expenses of the hospital
or in a lump sum as a separate item of expense as sup-
ported by appropriate accounting records in tbe hospital.
No other amounts for the services of Sisters or members
of religious orders, or payments to Sisterhoods or re-
ligious orders may be included in the calculation of reim-
bursable cost. Expenses for maintenance of chapel, or
salary and maintenance of chaplain, would be included
as a separate expense item under D-16 as heretofore.
12 . Calculation of Reimbursable Cost. — The calcula-
tion of the per diem reimbursable cost under Item E has
been changed. In the revised Joint Hospital Form No. 1,
the average per diem reimbursable cost is computed on
the basis of the number of patient days of care rendered
to all patients (not including newborn-infant days) and
is no longer based on the number of inpatient days in
rooms with two or more beds. Calculation of the reim-
bursable cost also takes into account the total operating
expenses related to the care of patients covered under
Items 1 through D16, plus depreciation, real estate taxes,
and rentals covered by items D18 through D20, less sub-
sidies covered by Item D23.
1
3
- Purchase of hospital care.— Agencies purchasing
care at rates based on reimbursable cost will require that
all the services that a hospital provides and for which
it has made expenditures in the accounting period shall
be covered in the inclusive rate adopted by the agency.
Separate payment may not be made to hospitals for
services for which the hospital has made expenditures
during the accounting period. Payments for services that
are not provided by a hospital (and for which a hospital
has made no expenditures) will be made to the vendor
of the service by the administrative agency upon au-
thorization by the agency. Special services not provided
by a hospital, but which a hospital arranges to secure,
such as special nurses, blood from professional donors,
orthopedic appliances, may be paid if authorized through
the hospital, as collection and billing agency, in the same
amount as the hospital pays the vendor of the special
services. (Expenditures for such services or items would
not be included in the hospital’s cost statement.)
The Hospital Statement of Reimbursable Cost has been
prepared with full instructions for filling out the form.
While the items of expense included in the form have not
changed except for those mentioned, the instructions have
been amplified. It is urged that hospitals acquaint them-
selves with the instructions before completing the Joint
Hospital Form 1.
Printed in U.S.A. Copyright, 1947, American Hospital Association
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THE DEPENDENTS HOSPITAL-
FIXED ASSET RECORD
Description. Account
Condition when acquired Estimated Life Estimated Salvage-
Annual Depreciation Rate % Amount •§
DEPRECIATION RECORD
junt Total Book Value
To Date
k
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‘
THE DEPEMDEHTS ’ HOSPITAL
DISTRIBUTION SCHEDULE OF UTILITIES
FOR 710 ~ Electricity
A* Each of the following cost centers vri.ll be charged with the fixed
amount of Kilowatt Hours as indicated:
Cost Center KWH
36 - X-Ray 1000
37 - X-Ray Therapy 500
38 - Laboratories 300
39 - Physical Therapy 800
53 - Telephone Switchboard 90
54 - Dietay 3000
65 - Laundry 4000
B. Each of the following cost centers will be the percentage indicated
of the balance of the total KWH purchased and produced after the
fixed amounts shown in Section A have been subtracted.
/o of balance
1 - Private Patients 4
2 - Semi-Private Patients 3
3 - Private Ward Patients 8
4 - General Ward Patients 9
5 - Nursery 1
7 - Out-Patients 2
11 - Research 4
13 - Apothecary 1
14 - Public Restaurant 7
15 - Barber Shop 2
22 - Nursing Service 1
23 - Nursing School 4
24 - Pharmacy 4
25 - Central Sterile Supply 10
26 - Medical Library 1
27 - Social Service 1
29 - Photographic 6
32 - Operating Room 3
33 - Delivery Room 3
35 - Ccygen Therapy Departmait 3
36 - X-Ray ' 3
37 - X-Ray Therapy 3
39 - Plysical Therapy 3
41 - Metabolism 8
42 - Electrocardiograph 3
43 - Blood Bank 3
100%

APPENDIX 10
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TYPES OF OPERATIONS
The folio-wing groups of operations are used at Eloise Hospi-
tal and Infirmary
^
Wayne County iichigan, for the purpose of weighting
the costs of the operating room:
roup y1
General
Biopsy
Bronchoscopy
Dilatation of Esophagus
Excision of Carbuncles
Excision of Sebaceous Cyst
Exploratory Puncture of Leg
Extraction of two teeth
Fibromectoray
Ganglionectomy
Injection of Novocain to Ganglion
Incision and Drainage of Abscess
Laparoscopy
Laryngoscopy
Removal of Lipoma
Radium to Cervix
Removal of Hemorrhoidal Tags
Removal of Sebaceous C^st of Eyelid
Removal of Toenail
Removal of Warts
Excision of Sebaceous Cyst
Sternal Puncture
Suturing of Lacerations
Suturing of Lacerations of Scalp
E.E.N.T.
Puncture and Irrigation of Antrum
Biopsy
Curettement of Chalazion
Incision and Drainage of Pharyngeal Abscess
Irrigation of Ear
Myringotomy
Routine Examinations
Renoval of Foreign Body
Turbin ectomy
-'-Karris,, Walter C.
,
Institutional Co st Accounting, Public Admini-
stration Service^ Chicago: 1944, Pages 74-73

General
Amputations — Finger or Toe
Biopsy of Rib
Application of Casts
Cauterization of Cervix
Circumcision
Curettement and Drainage of Lesion of Distal Phalanx
of Hand
Cystoscopy
Diagnostic Dilatation and Curettage
Dilatation and Curettage
Drainage of Anal Sinus
Esophagoscopy and Biopsy
Examination and Dilatation of Rectum (Under Anesthesia)
Examination of Rectum and Insertion of Rectal Tube
Special Examination under Anesthesia
Gastroscopy
Laparoscopy
Manipulation of Shoulder
Surgical Treatment of Osteomyelitis
Prostatic Resection
Removal of Right Cervical Gland
Rib Resections
Crushing of Right Phrenic Nerve
Saphenous Ligations
Secondary Closure of Fistual
Skeletal Traction
Suprapubic Drainage
Suprapubic Cystotomy
Suturing of Bleeding Tonsillar Fossa
E.E.K.T.
Aural Polypectomy
Corneal Paracentesis
Discission of Cataract
Iridectomy
Needling of Eye
Removal of Pterygium
Submuccous Resection
Tonsillectomy
Tonsillectomy and Adenoidectomy
roup #3
General
Amputation of Cervix
Amputation of Fingers (Multiple)
—.
„
'
•
Appendectomy
Bilat eral Herniorrhaphy
Removal of Bunion
Cecotomy
Curettemait of Hip Joint
Debridement in Streptococcic Gangrene
Excision of Carcinoma of Lip
Excision of Patella
Fistulectomy
Hemorrhoidectomy
Heraiorraphy
Nephropexy
Open Reduction and Cast Application to Hand
Partial Resection and Fulguration of Bla,dder
Perineo rrhaphy
Repair of Fistula
Salpingectomy
Insertion of Smith-Peterson Hail
Tenotomy
Removal of Ovarian Cyst
Uterine Suspension
E.E. . .
OphthaLmectomy
Rot.oval of Cataract
Corneal Trephine
Dacryocyst ectomy
Repair of Laryngeal Fissure
Mastoidectomy
Plastic Repair of Eyelids
Sinus Operation
Gar eral
Amputations — Breast and Extremities
Amputation — Leg
Amputation of Stump of Stump Leg
Bilateral Arthrodesis and Cast Applications
Bilateral Salpingectomy
Bone Grafts
Brain Surgery
Colostomy
Cataract Extraction (imbedded)
Cholecystostomy
Closure of Perforated Peptic Ulcer
Epididymectomy
Exploratory Laparotomy

Exploratory Laparotomy and Resection of Adhesions
Gall Bladder Operation
Hysterectomy
Mastectomy
Insertion of Hail in Hip Bone
Open Reduction of Fracture and Cast Application
Panhyst erectomy
Partial Gastrectomy, Partial Colostomy, Gastrojejunostomy
and Enterostomy
Prostatic Enucleation
Ronoval of Greater Portion of Inferior Mandible
Removal of Kidney, and Kidney Stones
Removal of Bladder Stones
Thyroidectomy
'•
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